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i

Abstract
Places, like corporations, have an identity and image, identity being more of an
internal construct of place, and image being projected and developed externally.
This research argues that identity is a pluralistic construct, meaning that
corporations, and indeed places, have multiple identities. Language plays a
functional role in construction of place identity, as identities are expressed through
communication. Although place identity has been studied across disciplines, it has
been given limited attention in place management and place marketing. As such,
there are inadequate methodological guidelines for revealing a place‟s identities and
none of which focus on the importance of language. This thesis argues that place
managers should be aware of the multiple identities that exist. This knowledge
allows managers to be aware of alignment, gaps and even conflicts between the
stated brand identity and the population of identities. The premise of multiple
identities existing within an organisation is argued by Identification Theory and
Social Semiotics, both of which are used to guide this study. This research uses a
case study methodology, whereby a single-case study of the City of Wollongong,
Australia, was selected. In light of the communicative nature of place identity, data
was collected from a purposeful sample of residents by way of semi-structured
interviews. Considering the functional role of language in identity formation,
analysis of the transcripts was guided by Systemic Functional Linguistics.
Reference theory and system networks were used to reveal and model the identities
of Wollongong. The findings reveal a range of identities, some being
complementary, while others not so. The results prove the usefulness of the
methodology when revealing a place‟s identities and provides a foundation for
analysis of gaps or misalignment‟s between the population of identities and a
proposed brand identity. As well as developing a novel methodology to reveal the
identities of a place, the findings are of value to place managers as they provide the
opportunity to better understand and implement place marketing strategies.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Orientation
This thesis contributes to the relatively new domain of place marketing, that is,
the application of marketing principles, particularly corporate level marketing, to
places. The following sections present a background to place marketing, the
introduction of key terms, the need for and importance of this research, and the
contributions of this work. Finally, an explanation of how this thesis is
structured is provided.

1.2 Place Marketing
Marketing is identified as a social and managerial process defined by activities
and processes in order to “create, communicate, deliver and exchange offerings
that have value for stakeholders” (Elliott, Rundle-Thiele and Waller 2010, p.3).
From its initial application to consumer goods, marketing specialisations have
developed in areas such as, business to business marketing, services marketing,
social marketing, not-for-profit marketing, international marketing, internet
marketing, relationship marketing, tourism marketing, events marketing and
place marketing.

Place marketing involves the application of marketing principles to places;
places meaning to include towns, cities, regions and nations. As well as the
marketing discipline, place marketing has been investigated by a number of
other disciplines, particularly political science, urban geography and town
planning (Nassar 1998; Finucan 2002; Metaxas 2002). Kavaratzis and Ashworth
(2008) suggest that in a practical sense, place marketing is by no means a new
phenomenon and identify three stages of its application, the first being place
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promotion. From as early as the seventeenth century, promotional efforts were
aimed at attracting new settlers by offering opportunities including the use and
even ownership of agricultural land. The settlement of the American west is an
example of this. Kavaratzis and Ashworth (2008) explain the changing political,
legal, social and technological environment in which places operated as being
major influences in the stage of the planning instrument (between 1990-1999).
The authors explain the planning stage to combine planning [policies focusing
on local economic development] and marketing knowledge [social marketing
and non-profit marketing] for a more strategic approach to place management.
The third stage, that of the corporate brand, began at the beginning of this
century with the application of corporate branding principles to places in order
to successfully communicate a place brand to internal and external stakeholders
(Kavaratzis and Ashworth 2008). While the application of marketing principles
to places is not new, it is the „third stage‟ approach to places that is new and
gaining interest.

The difference between place marketing and destination (tourism) marketing
needs to be explained at this point. Although there is a common objective of
economic (and perhaps social) development, place marketing is broader and
more complex than tourism marketing (Kerr 2006; Baxter and Kerr 2010).
Tourism marketing focuses on attracting individuals to visit, while place
marketing aims to attract and retain all markets that can potentially improve a
place‟s economic and social well-being, notably, Goods and Service Producers,
Corporate Headquarters and Regional Offices, Outside Investors and Exporters,
Tourists and Conventioneers, and New Residents (see Kotler, Haider and Rein
1993, p.19). When compared to corporate marketing, place marketing requires
the involvement of a greater number and more diverse group of stakeholders,
across a number of industry sectors (Green 2005). As with other markets, place
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markets can be segmented. For instance, Ecorys Research and Consultancy
(2008, p.1) design strategic marketing plans targeting place market segments
including “high quality companies, well-trained residents and visitors with
money to spend”.

The greater need for place marketing should be understood. Gardyn (2002, p.32)
points out competition has increased between places as,
“…choices of where to live, where to visit and where to
do business have expanded over the past decade, as
advances in communications technology increasingly
enable individuals and companies to operate efficiently
pretty much anywhere regardless of geography.”
Considering Gaydyn‟s (2002) comments, individuals have become less placedependent and routinely migrate outside the place they were born (Woodward
1997; Jenkins 2005). Online innovations and wireless technologies for instance,
allow individuals to communicate across geographic boundaries, that is, beyond
the traditional „home town‟. According to Gardyn (2002) and Huigen and
Meijering (2005), this physical and emotional disconnect between individuals
and places has led to less place loyalty. This disconnection also applies in
organisations which might more readily relocate in search of skilled labour,
capital and governments that are prepared to „offer a deal‟.
Globalization, that is, “transnationalization of economic and cultural life”
(Robins 1997, p.12), has influenced other changes within the place marketing
servicescape (G Kerr 2010, pers. comm. 1 January).

For example, when

investigating the High Streets of Britain, the New Economics Foundation (2004,
p.1) found that an increase of chain stores has led many places to lose their local
character and identity and are turning into “clone towns”. Huigen and Meijering
(2005, p.20) describe this process as “McDonaldization” and they warn that such
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conformity leads to the loss of any competitive identity, authenticity, or what a
marketer would term „unique selling proposition‟.

On reflection, a paradox exists when it comes to examining geography and place
marketing. On one hand, geography is less important as the transport and
communication systems are not „solely owned‟ by large cities – that is, transport
and communication are no longer a source of competitive advantage as they are
capabilities possessed by many more places. This being the case, people have
more discretion as to where to live. Paradoxically, geographic characteristics,
such as those which contribute to desired lifestyle, (e.g. a seaside location, a
mountain retreat) may become more important. Kerr (2010) for example,
reported of an instance where a person responsible for the crew scheduling of a
US airline lived in the northern tablelands of NSW, Australia. It is this increased
opportunity and willingness of members of place markets to relocate, which has
contributed to more competition between places. This competition leads to place
winners and place losers. Some places such as Byron Bay, NSW, are becoming
more attractive due to lifestyle factors, although ironically may well be „loved to
death‟ (Turnbull 2003) as the place struggles to provide infrastructure and
preserve the natural resources which attract people. Other places, such as some
of the industrial cities of the United States, United Kingdom and Australia are in
decline (for example, see: Power, Ploger and Winkler 2010). Authors including
Kotler Haider and Rein (1993), Collits and Gastin (1997) and Papadopoulos and
Heslop (2002) identify likely causes of the decline of places, which include:




The loss of the industry base that warranted the very
existence of the place,
The influence of technology making many industries less
labour dependant,
The loss of the younger population who pursue careers
and opportunities in the larger metropolitan areas,
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An aging population resulting in the cessation of some
businesses that cannot be sold on or transferred to family
members,
The centralization of industries such as retailing and
finance to larger centers at the expense of smaller towns,
Stronger „competitor towns‟,
The „mindset‟ of many townspeople who believe that
their town is „doomed‟,
A lack of leadership and a vision for the future.

The emerging literature in place marketing highlights ways in which marketing
applications can assist a place‟s economic future. Ngyuyen (2009) and
Kavaratzis and Ashworth (2006), state the marketing of places can broaden the
appeal to existing or new markets. Syrett (2006) and Metaxas (2009) argue in
favour of places adopting strategic planning to develop governance structures
that promote their locational characteristics, enhance their competitiveness and
allow them to respond rapidly to changing market conditions which underpin
broader competitiveness.

By diversifying their product offering, a place may avoid the negative
consequences of relying on diminishing natural resources or a single industry to
maintain the place economy. Place marketing strategies aim to protect the fate of
places through the delivery of superior value to existing and potential place
consumers. To deliver value and ensure a competitive advantage, places can
apply corporate marketing concepts such as segmentation and targeting, product
development and brand positioning (Metaxas 2009; Baxter and Kerr 2010). As a
rapidly developing academic and practitioner field, place marketing has
borrowed concept definitions and conceptual models from the more established
discipline of corporate marketing (see Olins 1999).
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An important component of corporate marketing, and indeed place marketing, is
branding. Recently, there has been an increase of research into the use of
branding principles for towns (Baker 2007), cities (Kotler et al. 1993; Gardyn
2002; Mommaas 2002; Kavaratzis and Ashworth 2006; Virgo and de
Chernatony 2006) and nations (Fan 2006; Anholt 2007). Place brand
management is defined by Kerr (2007, p.3) as the act of:
“Communicating the place brand in a manner to
deservedly influence the meaning of the location in the
minds of the people who matter to the future of the
location”.
The concept of brand and image are intrinsically related but have distinct
characteristics. Baxter and Kerr (2010) reinforce the value of a favourable place
brand but acknowledge the confusion which exists between „brand‟, „identity‟,
„image‟ and „reputation‟. These concepts are discussed in detail in Chapter Two.
Stachow and Hart (2010) suggest they are being misused commonly as
synonyms for one another and therefore disregard important differentiating
factors. They explain place branding is a place marketing process to “develop
and communicate a place image for consumers, based on positive place values
and perceptions” (2010, p.146). These authors present place branding as both the
„content‟ of communication and a „result‟ of communication. Although drawing
from corporate branding theory, many authors do not acknowledge the concept
of place identity as important in the place branding process. It is the objective of
this thesis to address this anomaly. Even Stachow and Hart (2010) who raise the
issues of misunderstanding and misuse of terms, exclude the concept of place
identity. Much of the place marketing literature does not adequately make the
distinction between place identity and place image. Some authors however
including Kotler et al. (1993), Anholt (2007) and Dinnie (2008) offer a clear
distinction between place image and place identity. Place image is defined by
Kotler et al. (1993, p.141) as a holistic collection of “beliefs, ideas, opinions,
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feelings and emotions the recipients have about it”. The authors describe place
image as a result of communications to a recipient. This view is supported by
Florek, Insch and Gnoth (2006) who draw from corporate branding theory to
explain the process of place branding. Florek et al. (2006) explain there are two
perspectives to consider, that is, the sender‟s and the receiver‟s. Place identity is
viewed as the „sender‟s perspective‟, whereas place image is investigated from
the „receiver‟s perspective‟ and is ultimately the result of communication
(Florek et al. 2006). Place identity is the characteristics or essence which makes
it distinct and unique (Florek et al. 2006; Anholt 2007; Dinnie 2008). This may
include a place‟s innovative infrastructure, local culture and history or even
surrounding terrain. Although some current literature discusses place identity, it
fails to address the relationships between place identity, place image and place
reputation, particularly in contributing to a sustainable competitive advantage,
which arguably should be an objective of a place marketing strategy. Given the
lack of attention and inconsistencies in the place marketing literature, the
concepts of image, identity and reputation are provided from the perspective of
corporate marketing.

Balmer and Gray (2000) define corporate brand identity as a collection of
unique attributes which make an entity distinct and it is intrinsically related to
image and reputation. In relation to places, it is suggested that identity is (or can
be) communicated to stakeholders who then use this information to form a
„place image‟ and finally „place reputation‟ based on continual reinforcement of
that „place image‟. Place managers need to continuously examine and monitor
what is being communicated. Anholt (2007, p.8) explains that a place‟s
reputation contributes to sustainable competitive advantage as it:
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“… powerfully affects the way people inside and outside
the place think about it, the way they behave towards it,
and the way they respond to everything that‟s made or
done there”.
Based on this claim, Anholt (2007) suggests that central to the place marketing
strategy should be the communication of a „competitive place identity‟.

In the context of organisational identity (Balmer and Greyser 2003), national
identity (de Cillia, Reisigl and Wodak 1999) and corporate identity (Balmer and
Gray 2000), the literature emphasises that identity is not a unitary concept. An
organisation, as well as a place, is most likely to have multiple identities.
Balmer and Greyser (2003) explain that a corporation consists of multiple
identity types manifesting from corporate culture, communications and
employee and management behaviour, all of which may, or may not be, aligned.
They explain that identities are influenced by sources within and outside the
corporation which leads to a need for constant identity management.
Importantly, as well as being a pluralistic concept, it needs to be understood that
the identity types may range from complementary to uncomplementary. In a
study of national identity, de Cillia et al. (1999, p. 200) conclude that due to its
subjective and individualistic nature “there is no such thing as the one and only
national identity”. Therefore, identity can change and adapt depending on an
individual‟s experience and situational context. It is for this reason and its
impact upon place image and place reputation that place identity needs to be
understood and managed. What is important, and forms the basis of this thesis, is
the reality of multiple identities in both organisations and places. While both
organisation and place managers may seek to „hang their hat‟ on what they see
as the competitive identity, such an action should not exclude the initial step of
understanding the multiples of identity that exist. The competitive identity
chosen by management may be one of the identities which exist within an entity
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(the population of identities) or it may be a new or aspirational identity far
removed from the identities held by organisational members. Regardless, the
relationship between the chosen competitive identity and the population of
identities needs to be understood. The argument put forward here is shown
conceptually in Figure 1-1.

Revealed

Designed

‘B’
Competitive identity
‘A’
The set of identities held by organisational
(and place) members

‘C’
Corporate Brand
Identity

Figure 1-1 Identity Relationships

In Figure 1.1, the revealed identities represent an organisation‟s identity-set. „A‟
represents the population of identities held by organisational members. The
designed identities represent an organisation‟s strategic choices. „B‟ represents
the statement of identity that is often developed and delivered by senior
management in corporate planning documents. „C‟ is the brand identity, which
ideally should be aligned to „B‟ used in corporate level marketing. As will be
given more attention in Chapter Two, this thesis puts forward the argument that
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senior managers need to understand the identities which exist within the
corporation (or place) (shown as „A‟ in Figure 1-1). The identity relationships
represented in Figure 1-1 also helps to recognise the gaps that not only exist
between these identities („A‟), but also between the identities („A‟), the stated
corporate identity („B‟) and the brand identity („C‟). Place marketing strategies
may be at risk if the competitive identity and the brand identity are unknowingly
far removed from the identities held by residents (organisational members). This
argument is in line with those put forward by Vallaster and de Chernatony
(2006) and King and Grace (2005) who refer to the brand-culture gap and the
role of employees (or in this work, residents of a place) to live and deliver the
brand.

The purpose of this discussion has been to provide an overview of place
marketing, relevant concepts and the emerging practitioner and academic interest
which assists in an appreciation of the objective of this research. A more detailed
discussion of the literature is provided in Chapter Two.

1.3Research Aims
The purpose of this study is to provide an understanding of place identities. Such
an understanding will benefit place marketers in two ways. First, this will allow
the discovery of all a place‟s identities, both conflicting and complementary.
Such a process will reveal a place‟s „uniqueness‟ (Ashworth and Graham 2005),
which may be a „competitive identity‟ (Anholt 2007) and contribute to a
marketable place product (Mommaas 2002; Ashworth and Graham 2005).
„Problem identities‟ will also require attention from management. Second, this
will establish the type of relationship between a place and its people (Ashworth
and Graham 2005). Strengthening the bond between individuals and the place
they live facilitates socio-cultural effects such as civic pride, belongingness and
confidence of residents, encouraging them to be place „advocates‟(Mommaas
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2002; Ashworth and Graham 2005; Anholt 2010). Therefore, this research aims
to assist places attract and retain place consumers. To achieve the research aims,
this study addresses three research questions:


How are place identities consistently revealed?



How are place identities formed?



What are the identities of a place?

An understanding of place identity is drawn from the relevant literature and a
methodology is proposed to reveal place identities and understand how they
have been formed. The methodological approach was informed by a Systemic
Functional Linguistic approach to analyse language.

1.4 Anticipated Contributions
This research strengthens existing arguments regarding place identity and offers
theoretical, methodological and practical contributions to the place marketing
discipline, as discussed below.

Theoretical Contribution
Although, the concept of place identity has received increased attention from
academics and practitioners within the place marketing discipline, the concept of
recognising and managing multiple place identities is not understood. This thesis
aims to corroborate Identification Theory‟s view of multiple identities and
propose the existence of multiple place identities. The thesis seeks to establish
and demonstrate this proposition, through the use of Reference resources applied
to authentic place identity interview transcripts. As is explained in the
conclusion, the findings also have implications for the importance of, and
relationships between, identity management, image management and brand
management.
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Methodological Contribution
The methodological contribution of this work is to use an innovative approach
when analysing transcripts of place identity. The transcripts were analysed
linguistically, using the techniques of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL).
This approach provides several methodological contributions, including
acknowledging the usefulness of a:
1. Reference analysis to identify place identity attributes
through the application of lexico - grammatical
parsing of transcripts,
2. System network [normally used to classify items] as
a means of modelling collections of place identity
attributes,
3. Employing a formal transcription standard to this
class of research,
4. Testing

and

confirming

the

suitability

of

communications techniques in the analysis of
interview transcripts.

It is both the theoretical and methodological contributions which allow for this
study to be undertaken in other places (and organisations) and assist practitioners
and academics in understanding place identity and place identity formation.

Practical Contribution
As a single case study was used, (the City of Wollongong, Australia) a practical
contribution was made towards a better understanding of the identities of this
city. This is timely as the City Council has formed a Brand Wollongong
Committee to market the city. [The author has presented the findings of this
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work to the Committee and has been invited to undertake consultancy work
relative to the city‟s marketing initiatives]

1.5 Structure of Thesis
The thesis consists of six chapters, each of these having a specific role as shown
in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1Structure of Thesis
Chapter Number/Title
1. Introduction

2. Literature Review

3. Research Design

4.The City of Wollongong
5. Findings and Discussion

6. Conclusion

Purpose
This chapter introduces the discipline of place marketing
as well as an overview of the research. The chapter
concludes by stating the thesis contributions.
Due to the multi-disciplinary nature of place identity,
relevant literature from the fields of psychology, town
planning, urban geography and sociology is provided and
discussed. The chapter familiarises the reader with the
origins and definitions of identity concepts, as well as
relevant theory. Importantly the need for this research is
justified.
Having due regard to the nature of this research, the
research methodology, methods of data collection and
analysis are introduced and justified.
An introduction and overview of the selected case, the
City of Wollongong, is provided.
This chapter presents the research findings which are
discussed relative to the theoretical and practical
implications.
An overview of the study is provided which considers
both the contributions and limitations of this research.

1.6 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter has introduced place marketing and the need for a better
understanding of place identity. The research contributions were provided as
well as the structure of this thesis. Chapter Two presents a review of relevant
literature and concludes by defending the need for this research.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This literature review has been undertaken heeding the advice of Gabbott
(2004), in that key concepts relative to the topic are identified, as well as the
studies undertaken to date, and areas in need of further research. The literature
has been grouped according to a number of common themes to provide insight to
the theoretical origins of identity and place identity. Based on the gaps in
knowledge regarding place identity in a place marketing context, the need for
this research is then presented, followed by the guiding theoretical framework.
This chapter will conclude with a summary and introduction to Chapter Three.

2.2 The Concept of Place
The relationship between place and space is disscussed within the disciplines of
human geography, sociology and pychology. The distinction is made between
space and place in discussions of personal idenitity (Tuan 2001), place identity
(Hague and Jenkins 2005), and social space (Buttimer 1969; Buttimer 1980).

The notion of space refers to location and proximity of things in the world. Place
is an expression of meanings and is socially constructed in that, it is created and
determined within a cutural context; it is a way of identifying, definining and
distinguishing spaces. Drawing from insights put forth by Luckermann (1964),
Relph (1976, p.3) explains:
“A place is not just the „where‟ of something; it is the
location plus everything else that occupies that location
seen as an integrated and meaningful phenonmenon.”
Although described as “centres of meaning and symbols of experience” (Godkin
1980 p.73), places are also defined by their location. Location relates to both
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proximity and the contextual external relations or “connectivity to other places”
(Relph 1976, p.3). Similarily, in a discussion of European identity, Hague and
Jenkins (2005) propose that comprehension of a European identity requires first
the knowledge of the associated geographical space and the meanings which are
ascribed to and commit Europe as a place. Therefore, place meaning is reliant on
the communication of context and mutual understanding. Again, this argument
is not dissimilar from the concepts of identity and construed image of
organisations (Brown, Dacin, Pratt and Whetten 2006) referred to earlier.

Whilst space can be defined by measures and reference points such as latitude
and longitude, place has a greater emphasis on meanings. It is these „meanings‟
which give rise to competitive distinctions between places. Economic
geographers in particular saw a place as something which “adds value” to
economic development in an increasingly competitive environment (Davoudi
and Strange 2009, p.7). Investigating and understanding the history, culture and
people of a space is necessary to explain it as a place. It is this understanding
which can identify the competitive advantage(s) of a place (Swann 2006).

To illustrate the need to understand the internal perspective of place, Buttimer
and Seamon (1980, p.21) quotes Jane Jacobs (1961) in „The death and life of
great American cities‟.
“Cities are an immense laboratory of trial and error,
failure and success, in city building and city design. This
is the laboratory in which city planning should have been
learning, forming, and testing its theories. Instead the
practitioners and teachers of this discipline…have
ignored the study of success and failure in real life, have
been incurious about the reasons for unexpected success,
and are guided instead by principals derived from the
behaviour and appearance of towns, suburbs,
tuberculosis sanatoria, fairs, and imaginary dream cities
– from anything but cities themselves”.
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Fifty years after Jacobs expressed her concerns, this viewpoint is still relevant.
Jacobs (1961) and Buttimer and Seamon (1980), criticise place managers and
planners who consistently disregarded the resident‟s varying needs and instead
place designs were established and implemented in a cookie cutter manner.
Today, similar problems are seen in place branding programs, which ignore the
complexity of place and place relationships consequently, neglecting problems
and promoting unrealistic one-market campaigns. As will be discussed further,
Wollongong‟s „City of Innovation‟ campaign is a case in point.

Hospers (2010) questions the relevance of communication activities which aim
to attract new residents or entrepreneurs in cultures which hold a strong spatial
self-preference. He describes these activities as cold campaigns which have no
impact on migration habits. In these cases, motivations behind migration flows
can be attributed to an individual‟s spatial preferences resulting from „locationspecific capital‟ and a „strong sense of place‟. DaVanzo (1981, p.45) explains
„location specific capital‟ as “assets that are more valuable in their current
location than they would be elsewhere”, such as a combination of desirable
natural landmarks or a business cluster. Relph (1997, p.208) describes „sense of
place‟ as the existential and political thread that connects people to their
environment, creating a “political desire to belong” and excludes those “believed
not to belong”. In this instance, Hospers (2010) highlights the importance of
„warm‟ place-marketing strategies focussed on meeting needs of the local
residents and business community. Furthermore, Hospers (2010) argues that the
process of satisfying internal place markets may result in „location specific
capital‟ and the communication of a „sense of place‟ through local brand
advocates may consequently attract external place markets.
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The lack of distinction between the concepts of place and space is a shortcoming
within the place marketing and place branding literature. Oversimplifications of
these concepts ignore relationships between identity holders and the various
levels in which place identity forms. Relph (1976, p.29) reiterates Donat‟s (1967)
advice:
“Places occur at all levels of identity, my place, your
place, street, community, town, county, region, country
and continent, but places never conform to heirahies of
classification. They all overlap and interpenetrate one
another and are wide open to a variety of interpretation”
Donat (1967) highlights the various relationships and scales in which places
occur and warns that without an understanding of space and place differences
these relationships are not conceptualised. Furthermore, Donat (1967) alludes to
the occurrence of identity at multiple levels of place, which may also overlap
and compete within a hierarchy of personal as well as, place identities.

Place relationships are complex as they occur at an individual level, meaning
they are subject to individual interpretation. Davis (2005, p.366) illustrates this
point:
“Place is a very individual thing, yet it also has a
community expression; it is a chameleon concept,
changing colour through individual perception, and
changing pattern through time”.
Considering this chameleon place issue, Corsane, Davis and Murtas (2009, p.50)
believe the tangible and intangible place elements are central to cultural identity
as they provide comparative reference points. Davis (2005, p.366) explains these
place certainties:
 Although culturally defined normally, places have a
central sense of location or position,
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 Place has a physical form, a landscape composed of a
complex interplay between the natural and built
environment; appearance is an important feature of all
places,
 Places change, albeit in some cases very slowly, and
the fact that they do can serve to reinforce our
attachment to them,
 Places are defined by the people that live in them, the
shifting composition of their communities influences
their meaning,
 Each individual has their own personal places that are
the focus of their life and existence, and each person
will apply their own criteria when identifying those
places, influenced by their personal histories and
lifestyles.
Although a place is partly defined by the space in which it occupies, there is a
reliance on individual interpretation of place elements. Individuals understand
place based upon internal reference points, which are influenced by
communication and experiences. Given this, place meaning is not static. In
addition, Davis (2005) infers that place meaning occurs at various scales (for
example, a house or a country) and therefore is critical to define the scale when
researching such a concept.

2.3 The Concept of Identity
Identity has been researched and defined by a number of disciplines and is
underpinned by both sociological and psychological perspectives. This is also
the case with studies into place identity, although as will be explained further on,
these studies have not been undertaken with place marketing objectives in mind.
As place marketing literature has borrowed theory and terminology from
corporate level management and marketing (for example see: Kavaratzis 2004;
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Green 2005), the concept of identity will be explained from marketing and
organisational behaviour perspectives.

Marketing literature discusses corporate identity in relation to corporate brand,
image and reputation. Although a large body of literature on corporate marketing
exits, there is still confusion between the terms brand, identity, image and
reputation. This confusion is both intra-disciplinary and interdisciplinary. Corti
(2003 p. 1142) explains:
“When confronted with concepts such as corporate
identity, communications, image, reputation and
branding, practitioners and scholars, as well as managers
and consultants, still encounter major difficulties.”
Given this situation, Brown, Dacin, Pratt and Whetten (2006) have reviewed
both the marketing and organisational behaviour literature and explain these
concepts by way of „organisational viewpoints‟ as shown in Figure 2-1 and
Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-1 Key Organisational Viewpoints
Source: Brown et al. (2006 p. 100)
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Viewpoint
“Who are we as an
organization?”

Brief Description
Mental associations
about the organization
held by organizational
members

All Aspects
Member
organizational
associates

CED Aspects
Identity

“What does the
organization want
others to think about
the organization?”

Mental associations
about the organization
that organization
leaders want
important audiences
to hold

Intended associations

Intended image

“What does the
organization believe
others think of the
organization?”

Mental associations
that organization
members believe
others outside the
organization hold
about the organization

Construed
associations

Construed image

“What do
stakeholders actually
think of the
organization?”

Mental associations
Corporate
Reputation
about the organization (organizational)
actually held by
associations
others outside the
organization
Figure 2-2 Proposed Unifying Terminology – Identity, Image and Reputation
Source: Brown et al. (2006 p. 102)

Importantly, Brown et al. (2006) suggest the identity holders take part in the
creation of organisational identity but are also shaped by it [depicted by the
arrow headed loop in Figure 2-1]. Thus, the organisational member‟s role as
producer and consumer of organisational identity are blurred. In this thesis, a
similar argument was presented for the residents of places. This internal
reflection implies a complex relationship and contestation between self-identity
and organisational identity suggests that Figure 1-1 be altered to include a
similar loop to illustrate such reflection.

In the context of corporate brands (Larçon and Reitter 1979; Albert and
Whetten 1985) and place brands (Anholt 2007), these authors do not distinguish
between the set of identities, the chosen competitive identity, and the brand
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identity [see Figure 1.1]. Balmer and Greyser (2003) suggest a more
interrogative approach. They suggest identity holds dimensions of „complexity‟,
„variability‟ and „heterogeneity‟. Authors present identity as complex and
multifaceted, which varies according to situations and influences. Balmer and
Greyser‟s (2003) view is pivotal in this thesis. It is proposed that although for
marketing reasons one identity is communicated, there are multiple identities in
existence. If a place (and even a corporate) identity is defined by managers,
without an understanding of the population of identities in existence, this is done
with considerable risk, as a statement of identity may face rejection both
internally and externally. Despite adopting a unitary approach to identity, Anholt
(2007 p.5) describes the important link, which should exist between the brand
identity, brand image and that of the corporate identity and corporate image by
explaining:
“The idea is that an external promise to the marketplace
has little meaning if it isn‟t shared by the workforce and
other stakeholders, and if it isn‟t lived out in the internal
structures, processes and culture of the organisation. This
is true of all groups of people, whether it is a company, a
club, a sports team or a whole country.”
Anholt‟s view would suggest that any person setting about the task of brand
management should first be familiar with the corporate identity and corporate
image upon which a brand strategy is to be built. It may well be part of a brand
strategy not only to influence (external) reputation but to influence the internal
constructs (as defined by Brown et al. 2006) of corporate identity, intended
image and construed image. Hatch and Shultz (2003) stress the importance of
aligning the vision, culture and image of the corporation. Senior management
may attempt to make a statement (that is, a vision statement) which summarises
the existing or aspired identity (who we are) of the corporation (or a place). It is
emphasised that, there are multiple identities held by organisational members.
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These identities should be recognised and understood if management is to make
a unitary statement as to „who we are‟. Achieving such an understanding of the
multiple identities at play, albeit in the context of a place, is the objective of this
work.
Balmer and Greyser‟s (2003) premise of identity as being complex, variable and
heterogeneous is applicable in the context of places. These characteristics were
taken into account in the search for a theoretical explanation of place identity
through Identification Theory, which strengthens this argument further. This is
discussed later in this chapter. First however, in order to explain and justify the
use of Identification Theory to guide this research, the concepts of place and
place identity are introduced and discussed.

2.4 Place Identity
Place identity is a multi-disciplinary construct. It has been researched within the
fields of environmental psychology, tourism marketing and place marketing.
Due to differing objectives and theoretical perspectives, definitions and
approaches to research and analysis of place identity vary between disciplines
(Proshansky, Fabian and Kaminoff 1983; Lalli 1992; Hidalgo and Hernandez
2001).
Some authors consider the affective dimension as „place attachment‟ referring to
the emotional bond with places (Hidalgo and Hernandez 2001), and „place
identity‟ as a complex cognitive structure. At times, these terms are used
synonymously (Brown and Werner 1985) or as a precedent for the other
(Hidalgo and Hernandez 2001). Relph (1976) explains there are two relational
perspectives of place identity. The first is the „identity of‟ a place which relates
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to the distinct and unique attributes which differentiate one place from the next
(Lynch 1960; Relph 1976).
“(place identity exists) in the experience, eye, mind, and
intention of the beholder as much as in the physical
appearance of the city or landscape” (Relph 1976, p.5).
Nairin (1965, p.78) illustrates there could be as many “identities of a place as
there are people” as identity is subject to interpretation. The second perspective
is equally important and refers to identification „with‟ a place (Relph 1976). The
two perspectives are summarized by Relph (1976) as firstly recognising
similarities and differences [identity of a place], then identifying with the
similarities [identify with a place]. Place identification is also described as a
process related to degrees of place attachment (Twigger-Ross and Uzzell 1996).

Place identity has been discussed as an all encompassing concept (Anholt 2007),
whereas others envision it as a concept made of multiple constructs, such as,
attachment (Lalli 1992; Knez 2005; Hernandez, Hidalgo, Laplace and Hess
2007) sense of belonging (Husserl 1954 cited in Rollero and Piccoli, 2010;
Ashworth and Graham 2005) and relationships (Merleau-Ponty 1963; Relph
1976; Proshansky 1978; Fishwick and Vining 1992) between people and their
physical surroundings. The following sections summarize the development of
place identity theories from different theoretical perspectives.

2.5 Theoretical Origins of Place Identity
A number of disciplines research the “man-environment relationship” (Craik
1973, p. 207). These disciplines include, social psychology, geography, urban
planning, sociology, political science and engineering (Craik 1973). Since 1970,
such disciplines have contributed to the field of environmental psychology
which has produced a substantial amount of research on place identity
(Sundstrom, Bell, Busby and Asmus 1996). The focus of environmental
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psychology is to examine “relationships between people and their physical
environments” (Sundstrom et al. 1996 p.486). Similar to place marketing,
environmental psychology literature developed out of a changing physical and
social landscape. Proshansky (1978, p.148) proposes that the field of
environmental psychology emerged to make sense of the “dilemma of urban
life” caused by effects of industrialisation, such as the migration of rural
communities to urban areas.
Although the term „place identity‟ was first published within the environmental
psychology literature, investigations into the relationship between individuals
and their spatial environment can be traced to discussions by sociologists
(Durkheim 1893), psychologists (Toleman 1948) and town planners (Lynch
1960). It is from these original works that the concept of place identity
developed.

By reviewing place identity literature between 1977 and 1992, Lalli (1992)
analysed various theoretical perspectives and the contributions to knowledge.
Table 2-1 shows Lalli‟s (1992) review of the four theoretical perspectives that
influence current understandings of place identity. In summary:
 Place identity is formed through individual cognitive
processes, whereby an individual identifies and
evaluates their spatial environment according to
tangible and intangible attributes,
 Place identity is one part of an individual‟s identity,
 Place identity evolves according to an individual‟s
internal and external influences,
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 Place identity is constructed through an acceptance of
similarities and a comparison of differences between
an individual and their external environment,
 Place identity is socially constructed, and moves
from the minds of residents through communication,
 Place identity is communicated within a cultural
context; therefore, meaning is interpreted and shared
via a common semantic field.

These perspectives reveal parallels and contrasts within the literature regarding
theoretical perspectives of place identity. Perspectives of place identity range
from being individualistic (see Self-concept Theories in Table 2-1) to a social
phenomenon (see Phenomenological and Sociological Perspective in Table 2-1)
and have implications for research methodologies used in place identity
research. The perspective taken in this research and hence its methodology used
will be discussed in Chapter Three.
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Origin

Overview

The Cognitive
Perspective

Tolman (1948) firstly used cognitive mapping as a broad term to describe the cognitions of spatial
behaviour. Schnieder (1986) differentiated spatial cognitions as Orientation- related representation
(information processing regarding the spatial environment - whereness) and Meaning related
representation (the functional, evaluative and symbolic - whatness). Therefore, cognitive map is a
mental construct that individuals use to organise and process their environment in a structured and
memorable manner; these cognitions also contain meanings, beliefs and significances for the purpose
of evaluation.

The
Phenomenological
Perspective

This approach guides Taylor‟s (1964) interpretation as meaning the world of things, persons and
events as experienced by the individual. The authors state that the person and their environment
should be considered inseparable as one provides meaning for the other. This subjective experience
between an individual and their environment is stated to influence personal and cultural identity.

The Self and
Self-Concept
Theories

Sociological
Influence

Key Authors and
Primary Discipline

Influence Place Identity Perspectives

Psychology:
(Toleman 1948);
(Downs and Stea 1977);
(Moore 1979 )
Geography (Human):
(Gulliver 1908);
(Trowbridge 1913)
Urban Planning:
(Lynch 1960)
Human geographers
(Relph 1976); (Tuan
1980)
Psychology:
(Taylor 1964);
(Schneider 1986)

The notion of evaluative and symbolic cognitions assumes that
individuals have attitudes and beliefs of their environment and
have the need and ability to evaluate it according these aspects.

Self-concept theories acknowledge the self as a construction of an overall analysis of differences and
similarities between other people and the environment. This is described as a complex cognitive
analysis based on interpretations, reference points, evaluations, convictions and individual
experiences. A key contributor to these theories is Mead (1934) who explains how objects and places
have meanings that are intersubjective (shared between individuals) and symbolize social and cultural
values, norms and expectations. Drawing from this theoretical perspective Graumann (1983)
introduces the idea that an individual constitutes of multiple identities that are drawn upon in various
situational contexts.

Psychology:
(Mead 1934);
(Proshansky et al. 1983)
Sociology
(Wilson 1980); (Stryker
1980); (Graumann 1983)

Durkheim (1893) began discussions of a „social space‟, believing the relationship between individuals
and place is a cultural process and a reflection of societal values. Therefore, the „meaning‟ of a
location is defined by societal value system. Furthering this social theory of place identity, Treinen
(1965 , cited in Lalli 1992) proposed, that an emotional attachment to place is caused by the intensity
and frequency of relationships that exist there.
A second sociological influence to place identity is acknowledged in urban sociology literature.
Urban sociology analyses the impact to individual behaviour from changes in the functions and
structure of places, such as industrialization and urbanization. An overload of excessive stimuli found
within urban environments encouraged detachment between residents and places and resulted in
distant and impersonal communities (Wirth 1938; Mitscherlich 1965, cited in Lalli 1992; Milgram
1970).

Sociology
(Durkheim 1893)

An understanding of multiple identities, infers that place identity
is just one part of an individual‟s identity. This has influenced
the conceptualization of places identity as a fluid and everchanging construct, existing in the minds of residents, re-created
through communication and understood through shared
meanings. Additionally, self-concept theories explain individual
behaviour as a cognitive process leading to “cognitivistic
conceptions of place identity” (Lalli 1992, 287). Thus, allowing
cognitive aspects of place identity to be investigated through
evaluative and quantitative methods.
Contributions from sociology fields reinforce the psychical
(infrastructures, natural environment) and social influences
(community ties, family, friends) of place identity.

Urban Sociology
(Wirth 1938); (Milgram
1970)

Table 2-1 Origins of Place Identity Perspectives
[Adapted from Lalli, 1992]

The focus on the subjective and inseparable relationship between
an individual and their environment has provided insight into
cognitive, emotional and behavioural meanings of things. This
perspective suggests methodologies should allow for description
rather than analysis of the phenomena.

On separate occasions, the authors refer the rational and
affective dimensions of place identity and the impact of
environmental forces (urbanisation and industrialisation) on the
physical characteristics and social relationships of a place.

The perspective of place identity undertaken in this research is that place identity
is a cognitive process. Proshansky et al. (1983, p.59) explains the cognitive
process of place identity as:
“[The cognitive sub-structure of self-identity] consists of
an endless variety of cognitions related to the past,
present, and anticipated physical settings that define and
circumscribe the day-to-day existence of the person”.
Here the focus is on the individual construction of identity however, it excludes
external influences such as culture. Authors including Rollero & Piccoli (2010)
acknowledge the cognitive process to include an affective evaluation. This is
also supported by town planners such as Scott (2003) and Hague (2005) who
explain place identity cognitions encompass resident‟s feelings, attitudes and
identifications of a place‟s structural elements. Similarly, human geographers
have studied the meaning and nature of place identity through the theory of
topophilia. Tuan (1990, p.4) defines topophilia as the emotional bond between
“people, place and setting”. This bond can be analysed through six
characteristics (Huigen and Meijering 2005). These include:
1. A social construct,
2. Holding place-specific characteristics,
3. Bound to the past,
4. Ability to be contested,
5. Bound to context,
6. Influenced by history and unexpected events.
Drawing from a city planner‟s perspective of place, Hague (2005, p.7) describes
environmental cognitions as the process of filtering personal factors such as
“feelings, meanings, experiences, memories and actions” through social
structures. Therefore, the very essence of „place‟ is social. Hague (2005, p.7)
acknowledges the influence of individual characteristics, experiences and social
contexts on the nature and degree of place identification.

He states:
“[Place Identity is] shaped between individuals, groups
and others in the wider society, as a basis to claim
authenticity, originality and singularity, even ownership
(of place)…thus places are relational they are formed in
relation to other people and other identities for that
place.”
City planners (Hague and Jenkins 2005), psychologists (Wallwork and Dixon
2004) and sociologists (Gustafson 2001) argue that place identity is a social and
cultural process, which reflects individual and societal values. This suggests that
identity forms through a comparison of similarities and differences between
other places in order to make „claims‟. A resident who describes their city as
„relaxed‟ or encompassing „good and bad‟ suburbs have made a comparison of
their place to another they know of. Furthermore, these comparisons are intrinsic
to the individual‟s characteristics and reference points, which determine the
distinction between „good‟ and „bad‟.

Social Semiotic‟s presents the social world and the material world as being
intrinsically related (Halliday 1978). As such, all attitudes are learnt and
understood within a cultural context. More specifically, in the context of identity
development, Ding (2005, p.9) explains:
“It is becoming increasingly evident, that identity cannot
be considered independently from the social context in
which it developed”.
In relation to place identity, Hague (2005, p.7) agrees, that individual‟s beliefs
are not formed in isolation as place identity is influenced by the wider society.
Through this understanding, it can be inferred that although place identity is
derived from individual interpretation of place, it is constrained to the cultural
environment in which the identity holder has access. Consequently, although the
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reference points used to compare and contrast place identity may differ, they
share semantic meaning. To illustrate, a place‟s infrastructure does not solely
communicate its identity. Identity is also communicated through place
narratives. For instance, a gold mining town may have a type of housing
development, which is culturally understood as common to a gold mining town.
Therefore, the narrative of a gold mining identity is communicated. Based on
this premise, place identity can be considered as “relational” (Hague and Jenkins
2005, p.7).

Sociology literature has added another layer to the complexity of place identity,
in that multiple identities (Barker and Galasinski 2001) can co-exist. Hall (2003,
p.194) explains:
“multiple discourses of urban spatiality…include
positive and negative (place) evaluations, depending on
their stance and interpretation of the city”.
The fragmentation of identity is accepted in the analysis of individuals (Barker
and Galasinski 2001), organisations (Balmer and Greyser 2003) and places
(Radcliffe and Westwood 1996; de Cillia et al. 1999; Dixon and Durrheim 2000;
Zelinsky 2001; McIntyre, Williams and McHugh 2006). This fragmentation is
also referred to by Balmer and Greyser as “multiple identities” (2003, p.18)
which can co-exit.

As previously mentioned, place scale relates to place identity. In discussions of
scale, Boisen, Terlouw and Bourke (2010, p.3) claim multiple identities exist
within various spatial boundaries.
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They propose:
“A city might be defined as a „place‟ within a region, yet
the region itself might be defined as a place in its own
right if the spatial context is focused on a higher
territorial level such as, for instance, the state. Likewise,
a city is made up of different spaces and places.
Neighbourhoods, parks, squares, buildings, landmarks,
infrastructure and other components make up the fabric
of the city as a whole. The city as a place is thus an
aggregate of other places and spaces within its
boundaries.”
Based on the foregoing, there are multiple place identities, which occur within
and across spatial scales. With reference to corporate brands, Balmer and
Greyser (2003, pp.18-27) warn that some identities may be in conflict and may
even damage the brand. Therefore, there is a strong need for managers to analyse
identities and implement appropriate strategies to ensure alignment. That is, to
be aware of, and reduce, the identity-brand gaps. These issues received attention
within corporate marketing. However, they have received little attention in place
marketing.

2.6 Place Marketing and Place Identity
Understanding place identity is important for place marketers. If nurtured and
promoted, a place‟s identity can become the source of competitive advantage, or
what Anholt (2007) calls, a competitive identity. If marketers are to use
competitive identity in place marketing, they first need to understand the identity
of the place, and how and why it has formed. As explained earlier, an
understanding of place identities should be realised before developing and
communicating a brand identity. In support of this claim, Metaxas (2009)
believes place strategies should be based on reality and not simply promote
desirable aspects.
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Boisen et al. (2010, p.2) explains the goal of place branding is to add value by
“influencing the perceived qualities of the place” to both external and internal
place markets. The authors explain place branding efforts in relation to reaching
goals:
“The identity of a place is sought identified, extracted
and orchestrated to further load the place brand with
positive associations. Ultimately, the goal of such
practices is to improve the image of the place as
attractive and competitive amongst desired target-groups
in the hope that a positive image will influence
individual and institutional decisions that will benefit the
place in question. In our view, such conscious
orchestrations with focus on desired target-groups imply
a selectiveness that deserves more attention in both
policies (practice) and research (theory).”
Boisen et al. (2010) are suggesting that understanding and communicating the
essence or identity of a place correctly is crucial to successful place branding
strategies however, there is limited knowledge on how best to do so. Empirical
research of place identity formation is limited (Haartsen, Groote and Huigen
2000). Furthermore, van Ham (2008, 132) reflects on the commercial practice of
place branding and calls for “more intense academic study”.

Anholt (2007) warns against making generalisations regarding place identity. In
reference to developing place-marketing strategies, Anholt (2007, p.75) explains
that research:
“[should be an act of] mining rather than forging…it has
to be dug out of the history, the culture, the geography,
and the society of the place…[as] We are never dealing
with a blank canvas, on which it is possible to paint at
will: this is a canvas that‟s already painted, which has
been hanging in someone else‟s home for generations,
which they have grown rather attached to.”
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It is important to note that in this context, Anholt (2007) does not take an
essentialist perspective by inferring identity to be a static non-evolving
construct. Rather, he argues the need for place strategies to be based on
empirical research, as opposed to a branding strategy that omits existing place
narratives. Such research should be undertaken with the internal place markets,
particularly the residents, as the „identity holders‟.

Residents, are an important place market that need to be attracted and retained.
Notwithstanding, many studies have focussed on markets more closely aligned
with economic benefits, such as tourism (Mason 2003), event tourism (Getz
2008) and business investment (Kotler et al. 1993). Research to date focuses
primarily on the various needs of these external place markets. Internal place
stakeholders include residents, business owners, local government bodies and
industry associations. People who live and work in the place are the „identityholders‟. The process of understanding their place identity and what this entails
is needed.

2.7 Research Need
This research will address, the uniqueness of a place‟s identity formation, the
strategic needs of place marketing and the need for specific place marketing
theory.
What is evident in the literature is that place identity, similar to organisational
identity, is unique to a place. It is a collection of unique attributes formed
through the subjective interpretation of individuals, which makes identity and
identification performances, place-specific (Metaxas 2002; Anholt 2010). Due to
this subjectivity, empirical research is required to gain insight into the concept of
place identity.
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To achieve a competitive identity there is a need to understand how stakeholders
currently perceive a place and their vision for the future (Anholt, 2007; Metaxas,
2008; Anholt, 2010). Place promotion is not effective if it is not aligned to place
identity or grounded in reality. An understanding of place identity provides a
bottom-up approach for place marketers to ensure strategies are based on
educated decisions (Jenkins, 2005; Virgo & De Chertony, 2006). In corporate
marketing, a shared identity between management and employees is critical to
success (Hatch and Schultz 1997). Similarly, place managers need to ensure all
communication is consistent and in line with strategic goals and influencing
positive unplanned communication (e.g. word-of-mouth) and consequently a
desirable image (Anholt 2010). In comparison to corporations, places may find
message consistency more difficult to maintain as the producer-consumer roles
overlap catering to multiple markets, which often have conflicting interests. The
corporate marketing-place marketing analogy (Olins 1999), that places can be
viewed as similar to an organisation, argues community leaders act as senior
managers (Anholt 2007) and residents have a similar role to employees, as they
are often the first and sometimes only point of contact with the „place market
customers‟. Similar to corporations, the challenge and the ideal for places, is that
there is alignment between marketing strategies (including branding) and the
culture that exists with community leaders and residents.

King and Grace (2005) state that as major stakeholders, employees are viewed
as playing a crucial role in brand management as they facilitate the interface
between the organization and the market. It is, therefore, essential that
employees' attitudes and behaviour is consistent and reinforces the stated values
and benefits of the corporate brand. If inconsistent, the credibility of the brand
will be undermined. Management support is considered to be the single most
important component in guiding employee behaviour (George 1990; Pulendran,
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Speed and Widing II 2000; Harris and de Chernatony 2001). Employees' ability
to deliver on the communicated brand promise consistently is suggested to be
dependent on the employee's awareness of the brand (Schneider and Bowen
1985; Balmer and Wilkinson 1991; Harris and de Chernatony 2001) Ultimately,
there is no point projecting a brand to existing and potential customers, if the
employees of the company do not champion the values of the brand, or worse
still, are openly critical of the corporate brand strategy. The ability to link the
promise of the corporate brand to the corporate culture is a challenge for
managers and marketers. A reduced brand-culture gap can be a source of
competitive advantage (King and Grace 2005). A similar scenario is evident in
the tourism marketing literature where one challenge facing destination
marketers is to encourage the host population (e.g. residents and business
proprietors) to deliver on the brand promise (de Chernatony 1999). Advertising
and promotion, for example, cannot help a place if it is not communicating a
message supported by the community. Conducting primary research with
internal stakeholders, such as residents, assists in developing a sound place
brand strategy. Just as in organisations, an understanding of a place‟s capabilities
and stakeholders needs are important when developing marketing strategies.
This research develops place marketing theory and explains place identity
formation from a marketing perspective. There is limited research into the
relationship between place identity and place strategy. Many authors discuss
place image and place strategy, and ignore the existence and importance of place
identity. Anholt (2004; 2007; 2010) argues the importance of a competitive
place identity. Further, there is a need for a theoretical framework to guide
research into place identity. This research addresses these needs.
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Following a review of the literature, it is argued that research into place identity
is best guided by the Identification Theory and Systemic Functional Linguistics.
The justification for this argument is now explained.

2.8 Identification Theory as a Place Identity Framework
After reviewing the literature on identity, a social psychological perspective put
forward by Burke and Stets (2009, p.3), is considered to be relevant, identity is:
“the set of meanings that define who one is, when one is
an occupant of a particular role in society, a member of a
particular group, or claims particular characteristics that
identify him or her as a unique person”
Burke and Stets (2009) investigated the origins of identity theory, they found it
originated

from

philosopher‟s

ideas

on

symbolic

interactionism

and

psychologists articulations of perceptual control theory. These two theoretical
viewpoints contributed to the conceptualisation of identity and the function of
individual and organisational identity in the environment (Burke and Stets
2009). Authors from organisational behaviour (Albert and Whetten 1985; Scott,
Corman and Cheney 1998) and the marketing (Brown et al. 2006) disciplines
have drawn these contributions to guide research.

Identification Theory was developed to aid research, such as that done in this
work. In doing so, Scott et al. (1998) assembled together compatible concepts to
form a framework for investigation into identity. Scott et al. (1998) describes
Identification Theory as a:
“Middle-range theoretical and heuristic framework for
better understanding how organisationally related
identities and identifications serve to structure one‟s
experience, how they become meaningful in action, how
they are evoked situationally, and how they relate to one
another and to some sense of overall identity”.
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This framework is shown in Figure 2.3 and draws upon Gidden‟s (1979)
Structuration Theory. Although termed a „theory‟, Giddens (1991, p.204)
describes it as:
“…a conceptual scheme that allows one to understand
both how actors are at the same time the creators of
social systems yet created by them.”
Scott et al. (1998) applies Gidden‟s (1979) conceptual framework to understand
the relationships within organisations.

Scott et al. (1998) refers to individual behaviour on the basis of social
relationships and simultaneous processes within an organisation, inferring
multiplicity of organisational identity. Figure 2-3 shows the identity to
identification process as simultaneous and complex. The authors suggest the
process of activation modality implies a behavioural commitment to
identification as it simultaneously occurs. In their model (Figure 2-3), they
explain activity foci as structure and activity as system which form a duality “in
that activity foci both produce and are produced by the activities they organise”
(Scott et al. 1998 p.323). In other words, the choices of activity foci are
determined by identity situations [this could be organisational, group,
occupational, personal etc.] and the choice of activity [behaviour] infers a buy-in
to that identity and therefore a stage of identification.
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Figure 2-3 Structurational Model of Identification
Source: Scott et al. (1998)

Scott et al.‟s (1998) Identification Theory illustrates that activities are not just
„evidence‟ of identities but they have the higher level role in the process of
attachment. Identification Theory recognises that for each individual there are
competing regions for attachment, that is, different situations that may influence
an identity holder‟s level of identification. Senior management, whether it is for
an organisation or a place, should be aware of the regions of identification that
exist within their domain of interest. There may well be, as shown in Figure 2-3,
an area of commonality, which is shared by the regions of identity. Such an
understanding of the regions of identity may be important when a brand manager
is using the brand to build both internal and external relationships (see
Hankinson and Cowking 1995). Identification Theory is relevant to place
marketing if the objective is to unify a diverse group of place members by way
of a brand strategy, which has mutual benefits. Elaboration of various identity
theories and their contribution in an organisational and marketing context is
further explained.
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Scott et al.‟s (1998) Identification Theory (see Figure 2.3) can be used to
understand the characteristics of place identity. The authors suggest there are
multiple identities, which can be complementary or competing with each other.
Furthermore, in the context of corporate branding, Balmer and Greyser (2003)
acknowledge that identities may also conflict with the corporate brand strategy.
In addition, Identification Theory highlights the role of cognitions, emotions and
behaviours in the identification process. Place marketers can use this theory to
guide the investigation of place identity as a pluralistic process involving how
residents feel, think and behave within a place; further reinforcing identity
attributes to include tangible and intangible place elements. Scott et al. (1998,
p.305) also notes the role language plays in this communication process:
“…the process of identification is conducted primarily
with language, and the product of identification is
expressed primarily with language”.
Identification Theory illustrates two important perspectives of identity, which
are proposed as appropriate in the study of place identity. The first is the
existence of multiple place identities, the second perspective relates to the
importance of language in identity formation and communication. To further
investigate the appropriateness of Scott et al.’s (1998) framework in the context
of places, a theory of language is drawn upon.

2.9 Place Identity Through Communication
Given the link between identification and language, it is appropriate that a theory
of language be considered in guiding the analysis of the data. The approach
taken in this research is that place identity is socially constructed. Accordingly,
the link between place identity and language can be understood through theories
of Social Semiotics, where individuals are treated as a plural entity formed and
informed by a history of social, institution and linguistic forces (Bahktin in
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Holquist 1983). This approach has similarities with Structuration Theory and
consequently Identification Theory, where social theory does not begin or end
with the individual, but rather, the main concern regards the performance and
transformation of social practices (Giddens 1991). The origins of Social
Semiotics are discussed to provide a more comprehensive understanding as it
applies to this thesis. This includes a discussion of discourse, text, genre and
subjectivity in relation to the function of language in the act of communication.
Following this is an introduction to the data analysis techniques from Systemic
Functional Linguistics which are founded on Social Semiotics and linguistics.

A Social Semiotic Introduction
An advocate of Social Semiotics is Halliday (1978, p.192), who viewed the
grammar of language as a “resource to create meaning” as opposed to a code
used to create perfect sentences. Van Leewen (2005) and others extended this
idea to include other resources, such as, voice, facial expressions and gestures.
These authors describe the foundations of semiotics, and refer to the creation of
meaning through signs such as, grammar and behaviours. Such an understanding
is based upon the premise that communication occurs through an exchange of
meanings, rather than passive asymmetrical dialogue. This perspective of
language and social interaction is traced back to Bakhtin, a Russian philosopher.
Bakhtin investigated the nature of communication and questioned the
foundations, which were accepted at the time. Bakhtin‟s work is reviewed by
contemporary authors including Holquist (1983) and Todorov (1984). They
acknowledge Bahkitin‟s role in redefining the way in which communication is
understood today. The thesis draws on Clarke‟s (2000) particular use of Social
Semiotics [including, Bakhtin in Todorov (1984) and Kress (1985)] and social
semiotic models of communication [including, Halliday (1978) and Eggins
(2004)]. However, this research uniquely applies these models to investigate
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place identity. Holquist (1983) reviews Bakhtin‟s concept of language as being
something that is both given and created, in constant evolution and functions to
create meaning in communication activities. Importantly, Bakhtin saw the role
of language as a medium for communication rather than language creating
meaning in isolation (Holquist 1983). Todorov‟s (see Clarke 2000, p.54) and
Holquist‟s (1983) readings identify three categories which explain the
relationship between language and meaning. These are:
i.

ii.

iii.

Discourse: the conventions, which is both governed
and does govern social behaviour and enables
analysis of social behaviour.
Utterance: the contextual environment of meaning,
structured through genre and expresses an evaluative
attitude.
Social subjectivity: the subjective nature of the social
world, where the individual interpretation is
constantly influenced and shaped by the external
environment.

Bakhtin introduced discourse as meaning the system by which language is
performed, that is, the active and productive capacity of language (1984). Kress
(1985, p.6-7) provides a comprehensive definition of discourse:
“Discourses are systematically-organised sets of
statements which give expression to the meanings and
values of an institution. Beyond that they define,
describe and delimit what it is possible to say and not
possible to say (and by extension-what it is possible to
do or not to do) with respect to the area of concern of
that institution, whether marginally or centrally. A
discourse provides a set of possible statements about a
given area, and organises and gives structure to the
manner in which a particular topic, object, process is to
be talked about. In that it provides descriptions, rules,
permissions and prohibitions of social and individual
actions”.
A discourse therefore provides the rules which govern social behaviour but is
simultaneously governed by social interactions. Although a concept which is
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used to derive meanings, discourses are not fixed. Rather, they are in “constant
contestation of meaning” (Mills 2004, p.14). Clarke (2000, p.56) explains the
role of discourse, is to “inform a text” and influence a dominant reading
position. Here, Clarke (2000) illustrates the relationship between discourses and
texts. Essentially, a text is the medium for an exchange of meanings whether this
be written or spoken words (Halliday 1978), or images (Kress 2009).
In the realm of „social semiotics‟, language is a social process (Clarke 2000).
Halliday (1978, p.10) differentiates between language and a text:
“[text] looks as though it is made of words and
sentences, it is really made of meanings. Of course, the
meanings have to be communicated; but as a thing in
itself, a text is essentially a semantic unit. It is not
something that can be defined as being just another kind
of sentence, only bigger” (p.10).
Halliday‟s (1978) definition of text when applied to places suggests that text is
much more than the words spoken by residents or documents from council
members or local media. Place texts are „semantic units‟ which convey place
meaning, this includes natural and built environments and even the people are
textual evidence. A historic building, for example, is all but a pile of bricks and
mortar until given meaning. This may be through its use (as a pub) or an
explanation for its existence (historical). Meaning therefore is only conveyed to
people who take the same reading position. Clarke (2000, p.60) explains, “social
subjects are positioned in relation to particular discourses and practices”.
Therefore, discourses influence the position individuals take when reading place
texts.

Cooley (1926) distinguishes between the material (scientific) and social
knowledge as interrelated concepts which need to be studied and discussed
separately. Cooley (1926, p.61) characterises social knowledge as:
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“quite early to appear in the child and in the race as is
material knowledge, quite as useful in the everyday
affairs of life, and quite as universally accepted as
common sense.”
Cooley (1926) proposed that the very notion of social sciences is based upon
subjectivity. Social interactions are conducted through communication,
understood through individual interpretation and are continuously evolved
through external factors. Thus, they embody subjectivity. Even scientific facts
are the results of a social environments, such as “education, interpretation and
social evolution” (Cooley 1926, p.67). As a social construction, place identity
embodies subjectivity. With this in mind, place identity is therefore proposed to
be a social subject, as it is defined and influenced by the external environment,
and is in a constant state of production.
A precedent for Cooley‟s philosophical stance is Bakhtin, who suggested the
social construction of thought and language. Without one, the other ceases to
exist (Clarke 2000). The social nature of place is highlighted by Minca (2005,
p.115) who explains place identity as one which:
“cannot be fixed in space…a dialectical process, as a
relentless negotiation of meanings between diverse social
actors…ongoing negotiation and struggles which define
the history, the memory of that determinate
place….continually challenged by ever new processes,
ever new subjectivities, in a continual struggle among
them to try to resolve the paradoxes of moderninity by
granting meaning to space.”
A figurative depiction of the Social Semiotic relationships between workpractice
texts and action in the systemic semiotic workpractice framework is found in
Clarke (2000, p.64). This is illustrated in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4 Social Semiotic Relationships between Discourse, Text and Social Subject
(Clarke 2000, p.64)

Clarke‟s (2000) framework depicts the role of social semiotic constructs in the
process of meaning-making. Figure 2-4 was reflected upon to understand how
place identity as a discursive construct is represented through language and
communicated through place texts, which are interpreted through discourses of
place. The most influential aspect of this model which guided this research is the
subjectivity of place identity, as it is influenced by external environments,
personal experiences, and also the ability for discourse to contest, change or
mould reading positions.
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Discourses of place have been discussed within disciplines, including, tourism
(Nyseth and Viken 2009) sociology (de Cillia et al. 1999) and geography
(Ashworth and Graham 2005). In the context of tourism discourses, Nyseth and
Viken (2009, p225) propose all places are categorized into modern discourses,
rooted in culture, history and more recently globalization. Some prominent place
marketing discourses include north versus south; urban versus rural; centre
versus periphery (Nyseth and Viken 2009). More closely aligned with a social
semiotic approach to places, is the field of geosemiotics (Scollon and Scollon
2003) the study of the social meaning of the material placements of signs and
discourses and of actions in the material world. Scollon and Scollon (2003, p.13)
distinguish between two types of signs; visual signs (these include images, texts)
and place semiotics (non-liguistic sysmbols which represent language). Scollon
and Scollon (2003, p.22) explain place semiotics to include three levels of
communication, that is:
1. Code Preference: analysis of liguistic placements in a
sign to signal political and social relationships within the
community.
2. Inscription: personal fronts, such as, clothing, posture or
gestures signal role performanace.
3. Emplacement: the placement of signs which can be
decontextualised (as having independent placement in
the world such as, a brand), situated (it is shaped by and
shapes the material world in which it is placed, such as,
an exit sign derives it‟s meaning from the exit and the
exit is found because of the sign), or trangressive (it is in
the wrong place or in some way violates conventions on
emplacement, such as, grafftii).
The authors support links between Social Semiotics, visual semiotics and places
(geosemiotics). The work of Scollon and Scollon (2003) focuses on the
placement of signs but does not exemplify the relationship between place signs
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and place identity, which will be undertaken in this research. Importantly,
Scollon and Scollon (2003) do support the usefulness of a social semiotic
approach to understanding place discourses and outline the possible types of
place texts which may be discussed by residents.

In relation to this research objective, the social semiotic framework guided the
conceptualisation of the place identities. The data analysis stage complimented
the investigation of place identity as a social construct performed through
language. Thus, the theory of Systemic Functional Linguistics, created by
Halliday (1978), a social semiotician, were used. Halliday (1978) accepts
language as a social phenomenon and suggest the appropriate tools in which to
analyse texts, such as transcripts. Further detail is provided regarding Systemic
Functional Linguistics and its appropriateness to analyse place identity
transcripts.

A Linguistic Approach to Data Analysis
A discursive construct is one which is constructed through discourses of written
and spoken language (de Fina, Schiffrin and Bamberg 2006). Consistent with
Identification Theory and the importance of communication in competitive
identity (Anholt 2007), language performs a function in the construction and
communication of place identities (Relph 1976). Language relative to place
identity therefore, should be investigated in terms of its functionality. Such a
functional approach to language is undertaken within the study of linguistics and
its sub-field Systemic Functional Linguistics‟ (SFL). Precedents have been
found where linguistics has been used to investigate identity (Tuan 1991; de
Fina et al. 2006). SFL was used to analyse identity by authors including
Fairclough (2003), Young and Harrison (2004) and Benwell and Stokoe (2006).
Tuan (1991 p.685) states a linguistic approach is useful as the “grammar of
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language can tell us something about what aspects of an object (of place) are
emphasised”.

SFL is a theory of language concerning how language functions to convey
semiotic meaning. SFL presents techniques to analyse the meaning of language.
Halliday (1978) suggests that meaning is communicated through language
systems, that is, language has the function of communicating meaning between a
sender and receiver in a systemic way. According to Halliday (1978) there are
three levels of meanings being ideational, interpersonal and textual. These are
understood through systems of context and grammar. Table 2-2 illustrates the
systems and their relationship towards creating a meaningful text.

Context of Situation

Metafunctions

Field

Ideational

Grammatical
Systems
Transitivity

Tenor

Interpersonal

Mood and modality

Mode

Textual

Theme

Table 2-2 Relations between Systems
Source: Benwell and Stokoe (2006 p. 109)

The context of tenor concerns how networks of mood and modality
communicate interpersonal meanings of relationships (attitudes, power plays,
formality) between participants and text (Benwell and Stokoe 2006). The context
of mode refers to the way in which a text is organised, structured and connected
(Halliday and Mattheissen 2004). Realizations of field through the ideational
metafunction and related grammatical networks. The ideational metafunction
represents the processes and actions (Benwell and Stokoe 2006) of a text.
Analysis of field concerns how ideational meanings are communicated through
the grammatical network of transitivity. A network of transitivity reveals the
participants, processes and circumstances within a text (Benwell and Stokoe
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2006). Ultimately, a focus on field reveals “what‟s going on” within a transcript
(Mattheissen and Teruya 2010 p.95) and is sufficient to explain what place
identities are and how they have formed. However, analysis of field does not
assess the attitudes of respondents towards a place‟s identity.

Therefore,

analysis of a text‟s interpersonal metafunctions is needed to pinpoint positive,
negative or competitive identities.

2.10 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter reviewed literature on identity and place identity, to identify gaps in
knowledge that supports the need for this study. Studies of identity and place
identity have provided a theoretical foundation for place marketers to begin
conceptualisation of what it is and how it forms. This is not seen as borrowing
theory but rather building upon exiting research to create a comprehensive
understanding of place identity for the purpose of place marketing. The various
place identity themes, which underpin this research, include:
1. Place identity represents a unique collection of
attributes including tangible (physical infrastructure) and
intangible (culture, history) elements, also known as
static

(geography

and

location)

and

semi-static

(population). Although described differently there is a
common understanding that place identity constitutes
separate but identifiable elements,

2. A place holds multiple identities, which evolve
according to experiences of the identity holders, some of
which will be unique or common to other identity
holders,
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3. Place identity is derived from the identity holders
cognitions, emotions and behaviours towards a place,

4. Place identity is constructed with language and
performed through communication. Such a performance
contributes to place identification,

5. Place identity is

produced through individual

representations of a place however the symbolic
dimensions are culturally learned which allows for
identification on a nation, town, neighbourhood or
community level,
6. A place‟s identity can be best investigated through the
resident‟s place representations.

Place identity as a construct consists of cognitions, emotions and behaviours of a
place. Cognitions in this sense refer to the act of acknowledging similarities and
differences between other places. Place emotions include the actual evaluation a
place‟s elements in terms of positive or negative characteristics, which lead to
attachment and identification. Place identity is performed through an identity
holder‟s behaviour. In this sense, behaviour includes an identity holder‟s verbal
and physical actions. A place‟s identity is subject to individual interpretation, in
that, an individual interprets place elements and creates meanings of place based
on their own experiences – a form of place evaluation. However, as individuals
within the same cultural context are subject to similar experiences, they will be
inclined to express similar place evaluations. This research is able to investigate
the representations of a place‟s identity through the language of its residents.
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The importance of language in the construction of place identity is clearly
illustrated through Identification Theory (see Figure 2-3) and social semiotic
framework (see Figure 2-4). This research utilises these theoretical frameworks
to guide an understanding of place identity characteristics and construction. The
following chapter explains and justifies this research‟s methodology and
research design.
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3 Research Design
3.1 Introduction
The social science researcher faces many choices concerning research design. It
is imperative to have a methodology with compatible methods of data collection
and analysis appropriate to answer the research question. Crotty (1998) explains,
when beginning a research project, the investigator must address four questions,
which explain the fundamental aspects and justification of a chosen
methodology. The four questions asked by Crotty (1998) are shown in Figure 31.






What Methods do we propose to use?
What methodology governs our choice and use of methods?
What theoretical perspective lies behind the methodology in question?
What epistemology informs this theoretical perspective?
Figure 3-1 Four Questions of Research Design
Source: Crotty (1998)

Crotty (1998, p.2) explains that the:
“bulk of discussion and much of the terminology relate
in one way or another to these four elements”
Therefore, to avoid confusion the specific choices and justifications are clearly
stated to ensure the research context is communicated. Aware of the many ways
in which a research design is communicated, Crotty (1998, p.3) warns of
“lumping” together the methodology, methods and theoretical perspectives as
the various functions of these concepts are not comparable. Consideration was
given to theorists such as Crotty (1998), when developing the research design.
Beginning with an overview of the research perspective, the following sections
provides more detail and justification for the chosen research design.
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Subsequently, a description of the research method workflow is presented to
detail the respondent selection process, how the interviews were conducted and
transcribed and insights into the data analysis stage, including Reference
Analysis and construction and analysis of the system networks were specified.
Lastly, a conclusion summates the work described in Chapter Three.

3.2 The Research Perspective
Identification Theory (Scott et al. 1998) provides an anti-essentialist
understanding of place identity. This perspective is based on the premise that
there is no one true identity which can be found and measured. Rather, there are
multiple identities which evolve according to experience and circumstance
(Barker and Galasinski 2001; Benwell and Stokoe 2006). Identity is a situational
and subjective social process of “negotiation, and entextualisation” which is
performed and analysed discursively, and conforms to a social constructivist
perspective (de Fina et al. 2006, p.2). Social constructionism is the theory of
knowledge in which one believes the world is “made and not found” by social
and conventional means (Crotty 1998). Social constructionism requires an
interpretivist theoretical perspective and concerns social reality. Greenwood
(1994, p.85) refers to a social reality to mean:
“a function of shared meanings; it is constructed,
sustained and reproduced through social life”.
Differing from the positivist approach, interpretivism seeks to understand rather
than show causality (Kasi 2009). An interpretivist research perspective looks for,
“culturally derived and historically situated interpretations of the social lifeworld” (Crotty 1998, p.67). This approach has origins in symbolic
interactionism and is ideal for investigation of subjective matter (Bryman and
Bell 2007), such as the socially constructed concept of place identity.
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Following a social constructivist approach, this research resolves no finite
answers as the results will contain a degree of subjectivity resulting from the
researcher‟s involvement.

It is important to frame the study in terms of what the findings can and cannot
infer. Figure 3-2 depicts the primary assumptions of the social constructivist
research paradigm from Lincoln and Guba (1987, p.44-45), which forms the
foundation of the approach taken in addressing the research question.













Truth is a matter of consensus among informed and sophisticated constructors,
not of correspondence with an objective reality.
Facts have no meaning except within some value framework; hence there
cannot be an objective assessment of any proposition.
Causes and effects do not exist except by imputation; hence accountability is
a relative matter and implicates all interacting parties (entities) equally.
Phenomena can be understood only within the context in which they are
studies; findings from one context cannot be generalised to another; neither
problems nor their solutions can be generalised from one setting to another.
Interventions are not stable; when they are introduced into a particular context
they will be at least as much affected (changed) by that context as they are
likely to affect the context.
Change cannot be engineered; it is a nonlinear process that involves the
introduction of new information, and increased sophistication in its use, into
the constructions of the involved humans.
Evaluation produces data in which facts and values are inextricably linked.
Valuing is an essential part of the evaluation process, providing the basis for
an attributed meaning.
Accountability is a characteristic of a conglomerate of mutual and
simultaneous shapers, no one of which nor one subset of which can be
uniquely singled out for praise or blame.
Evaluators are orchestrators of a negotiation process that attempts to
culminate in consensus on better informed and more sophisticated
constructions.
Evaluation data derived from constructivist inquiry have neither special status
noir legitimisation; they represent simply another construction to be taken into
account in the move towards consensus.
Figure 3-2 Primary Assumptions of Social Constructivist Research Paradigm
Source: Lincoln and Guba (1987, p.44-45)
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Given the social constructivist approach, the following section explains the
methodology selected and is then followed by sections dealing with data
collection and data analysis.

3.3 Research Methodology
Due to the nature of the research question, an inductive approach was taken
(Creswell 1994). The methodology was designed to inductively determine the
identities of a place.

The study of place identity is multidisciplinary in nature. As discussed in
Chapter One, place identity has been researched within the disciplines of
psychology, geography, urban planning, and sociology. This research seeks to
discover place identities with the aim of assisting place management and
marketing strategies.
Management and marketing falls within the classification of „social science‟ and
„behavioural science‟ (Boot, Cowling and Stanworth 1979) and is distinct from
„natural science‟ such as physics and chemistry (Klemke, Holloinger and Kline
1980). Natural science adopts a rational approach - the scientific method - to the
study of the universe and is underpinned by rules and laws. Despite the social
sciences and behavioural sciences focusing on the study of the human aspects of
the world, these sciences tend to apply the scientific method of the natural
science

in

research. This

involves

the

use

of established and accepted

techniques to acquire knowledge that is based on evidence. Such techniques are
now discussed. The design of this research project is explained with reference to
the research framework as shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3The Research Process
Source: Adapted from Kerr, Noble and Glynn (2008)

A case study methodology was chosen as most appropriate to explain place
identity. Case studies allow the researcher to draw on respondents‟ perspectives,
interact with the identity holder, and provide an understanding of individual
beliefs (Stimpert, Gustafson and Sarason 1998) in reference to the rich, realworld context in which the phenomena occurs (Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007;
Siggelkow 2007). Broadly, there are three case study designs, the choice of
which is determined by the research scope, these include a single-case, a multicase or a cross-case comparison with each holding various advantages for the
researcher (Yin 1994).

Often, within destination and tourism marketing literature, authors analyse
multiple places to compare and reinforce their findings (Ulaga, Sharma and
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Krishnan 2002). This approach is suitable to investigate consumer attitudes and
behaviour towards place marketing strategies where a large number of responses
are needed to address the research problem. The number of cases needed to
resolve a research problem depend on the need for „depth‟ over „width‟ of
knowledge. When looking at a unique and complex phenomenon such as place
identity, „depth‟ is favoured and a single case study approach is appropriate (Yin
1994, p.39). In addition, Identification Theory (Scott et al. 1998) suggests place
identity will be place specific, therefore, each place would have a unique set of
identities and identity formation. Due to this uniqueness, place identity cannot be
generalised over multiple places (Anholt 2007). Consequently, a single case
study is best to understand place identity. As will be explained further on, what
may be generalizable is not the identities of the selected case, but the methods of
data collection and analysis to find these identities.

The research commences with the proposition (derived from Identification
Theory) that multiple identities exist in a place. Patton and Appelbaum (2003)
emphasise that case study research does not rely on random sampling
techniques, instead a case should be chosen strategically to ensure relevance and
deep investigation. For this reason, the city of Wollongong was chosen. Reasons
for this decision and a background to Wollongong are provided in Chapter Four.

Following the advice of Crotty (1998), the methods of data collection and
analysis were chosen having regard to the research question, the underlying
philosophical perspective taken and the theoretical perspective supporting the
existence of multiple identities. When using a case study methodology there are
various options for data collection and analysis, Crotty (1998) suggests these
methods be planned before the data collection stage.
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Individual, in-depth interviews (Aaker, Kumar, Day, Lawley and Stewart 2008)
were used to identify and explain the identities of Wollongong. Interviews were
chosen over methods such as questionnaires for their ability to explore the
phenomenon as opposed to measure it. Interviews are suited to provide deep
explanations of place identities. This is supported by Hague (2005, p.9) who
argues:
“...to focus only on explicit declarations [reports and
public debates] of place identity or to rely only on
empirical methods such as questionnaires would be to
miss some of the most crucial aspects…concern[ing]
how identities are constructed, contested and changed”.
Although each participant was asked the same set of questions, there was scope
on tha part of the researcher to respond to answers by way of addtional questions.
Paassi (2003) proposes it is the nature of regional identity [place identity] that
rejects quantitative measures as they do not cater for the unique complexities of
identity. Compared to a structured questionnaire, the questions in these
interviews were asked within the context of conversation, in order to guide the
content rather than structure it. Individual in-depth interviews facilitate two-way
communication, which can generate data of what people‟s beliefs are and why
they have them (Rowley 2006). The interview questions are introduced and
discussed further in this chapter.
A distinction should be made between individual depth interviews and narrative
interviews, as both these techniques are suited to investigate identity. A narrative
interview is the most unstructured of data collection methods with encourages
the interviewer to take a less involved role. This type of interview is popular
amongst social scientists who need to reconstruct social events from the
perspective of informants (Barker and Galasinski 2001). A narrative technique
would be suitable for investigation of personal identities, as the purpose of a
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narrative interview is to facilitate story-telling about a particular topic. This
approach does not encourage probing questions such as “why or how?” instead
the participant is encouraged to continue with questions such as “what happened
then?” (Barker and Galasinski 2001, p.62). For the purpose of this research, a
more detailed understanding of place identity was required. The interviewer was
required to probe the participant to detail or clarify topics that may have been
lightly discussed but vital to the study, further reinforcing Hague„s (2005, p.9)
warning to not miss “crucial aspects“ of place identity. Paassi (2003) reinforces
the need for regional identity [place identity] studies to focus on explaining
meanings through discussion. As a mental construct and based upon individual
interpretation, a resident‟s construction of place identity needed to be clearly
understood by the researcher.

3.4 Method Work Flow
The research design was constructed with the aim of constructing a methodology
to reveal a place‟s identity-set, that is, focussing on „A‟ in Figure 3-4.
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Revealed

Designed

‘B’
Competitive identity
‘A’
The set of identities held by organisational
(and place) members

‘C’
Corporate Brand
Identity

Figure 3-4 Place Identity Relationships

The method of workflow took place in five stages. As shown in Figure 3-5. The
following sections provide more detail into each of the five stages.

1
Respondent
Selection

2
Conducting
Interviews

3
Transcription
(minChat)

4
Reference Analysis

5
Construction and
Evaluation of
System Networks

Figure 3-5 Method Workflow

3.4.1

Stage One: Respondent Selection

Fifteen Wollongong residents were „eventually‟ interviewed based on the
approach of purposeful selection (Patton 2002) and theoretical saturation (Pandit
1996). Purposeful selection is common in qualitative studies. Patton (2002)
explains this in comparison to probabilistic sampling. Rather than relying on the
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ability to generalise results, purposeful sampling gains validity by the
“information-rich cases” selected for study (Patton 2002, p.52). Patton (2002,
p.53) proposes several strategies to achieve a purposeful sample, one of which is
“maximum variation sampling”. This particular sampling strategy was chosen
due to its focus on:
“Capturing and describing the central themes or principal
outcomes that cut across a great deal of participant or
program variation”.
Following these guidelines, a cross-section of Wollongong residents were
selected. Respondents varied in terms of length of residency, gender, age and
suburb, as shown in Table 3-1. The logic behind the maximum variation
sampling is that value is placed on obtaining a diverse group of respondents to
avoid homogenous contributions (Patton 2002).

Although the number of

interviews was not predetermined, it was found that after fifteen interviews very
limited new information was forthcoming. It was concluded that an acceptable
level of saturation was achieved (Pandit 1996).
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Table 3-1 Respondent Information
Participant

AGE
18-25

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

26-35
X

36-45

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE (years)
46-55

56+

<1

1-2

3-5

6-9

X
X
X
X

10+
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

POSTCODE
2500 2505 2506 2508 2515 2516 2528 2530
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

3.4.2

Stage Two: Conduct Interviews

As opposed to a structured interview, a semi-structured interview was used to
guide responses that covered a set list of topics but was flexible enough to
follow unpredicted directions (Rowley 2006). The interviews were guided by an
interview protocol consisting of a list of questions (Aaker et al. 2008).
Following the advice of Aaker, Kumar et al. (2005, p.129) the interview began
with a broad question to get the “respondent thinking about the topic of interest”.
In this case it was:
“How would you describe Wollongong? (If you had to
describe Wollongong to someone what would you say?)
[Why do you have this view?]”
The literature was reflected upon when planning the questions. In particular, the
concerns regarding research in place identity and issues of scale (Boisen et al.
2010). For the purpose of this research, the questions were focussed on the
identity of Wollongong, as opposed to the participant‟s particular suburb or
house they live in. The protocol included open-ended questions designed to
instigate nomination of identity attributes (e.g. likes and dislikes) and reflection
of „how‟ they developed (e.g. influences). The questions were designed to
facilitate discussion about Wollongong and were concerned with resident‟s
cognitions and emotions towards the place they live and why they felt that way.
“What do you like the most about Wollongong? [Why do
you have this view?]”
“What do you dislike the most about Wollongong? [Why
do you have this view?]”

As place identity is formed in relation to noticing similarities and differences
between places, it was important to determine the reference points for
descriptions of Wollongong. Such reference points were identified in discussions

of the following questions as they requested the participant to descriptively
differentiate between places:
“If you could live anywhere in the world, where would
you move to? [Why?] ”
“If you moved to Wollongong (rather than being born
here), why did you move to Wollongong?”
Place identity is derived from resident‟s behaviours within the place they live
and such activities were important to note. The following question aimed to
identify tangible elements of Wollongong, which may not have been addressed:
“What activities do you do with your time off from
work?”
Question regarding participants attatchment to the area were used to further
identify their emotions and cognitions towards Wollongong.
“Do you expect to move in the future? (If yes then - how
long do you expect to live in Wollongong? ”
“How would you feel if you had to unexpectedly move
out of the area for work?”
“Would you recommend Wollongong to outsiders as a
place to live? [Why?] ”
“Would you recommend Wollongong to outsiders as a
place to visit? [Why?] ”
Questions relating to Wollongong‟s future identity were asked to further
identify, revisit the participant‟s favourable and unfavourable place elements.
“Would you change any aspects of Wollongong? Which
ones? [Why?] ”
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“What would you like Wollongong to be like in 15-20
years? [Why?] ”

In addition to brief notes, the interviews were digitally recorded leaving the
researcher free to guide the interview. The interviews took place in locations that
were convenient for the participants, including local restaurants, coffee shops
and in homes.
3.4.3

Stage Three: Transcription (minChat)

The interviews were recorded and transcribed using a formal transcription
standard called minChat. This standard is a smaller version of a transcription
standard called CHAT developed by psychologists to better analyse the
communication of children (Macwhinney 2000). The difference between CHAT
and minChat is the amount of detail provided within the transcripts. Applying a
formal transcription standard to transcripts allows a universal understanding of
the transcription coding. Figure 3-6 depicts the minChat guidelines as outlined
by Macwhinney (2000).
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

When coding in English, every character in the file must be in the basic
ASCII character set.
Every line must end with a carriage return.
The first line begins with a @Begin header line
The last line in the file must be an @End header line.
There must be an @Participants header line listing three-letter codes for
each participant, the participant‟s name, and the participant‟s role. This line
should follow immediately after the @begin header.
Lines beginning with * indicate what was actually said. These are called
“main lines”. Each main line should code and only one utterance. When a
speaker produces several utterances in a row, code each with a new main
line.
After the asterisk on the main line comes a three-letter code in the upper
case letters for the participant who was the speaker of the utterance being
coded. After the three-letter code comes a colon and then a tab.
What was actually said is entered starting in the ninth column.
Lines beginning with * indicate what was actually said. These are called
“main lines”. Each main line should code one and only one utterance.
When a speaker produces several utterances in a row, code each with a new
main line.
After the asterisk on the main line comes a three-letter code in upper case
letters for the participant who was the speaker of the utterance being coded.
After the three-letter code come a colon and then a tab.
What was actually said is entered starting in the ninth column.
Lines beginning with the % symbol can contain anything. Typically, these
lines include codes and commentary on what was said. They are called
“dependant tier” lines.
Dependant tier lines begin with the % symbol. This symbol is followed by
a three-letter code in lowercase letters for the dependant tier type, such as
“pho” for phonology; a colon; and then a tab. The text of the dependant tier
begins in the ninth column of the dependant tier line
Continuations of the main lines and dependant tier lines begins with a tab.
Utterances should end with an utterance terminator (period, exclamation
mark and the question mark).
Commas should be used sparingly.
Upper case letters are only used for proper nouns and the word „I‟.
Incomplete words can be written with the omitted material in parentheses,
as in (be)cause.

Figure 3-6 minChat Guidelines
Source: Macwhinney (2000)
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To illustrate, the start of a transcript using the minChat guidelines is depicted in
Figure 3-7.

Interview with george. 25/11/10
@ Begin
@ Warning
@Filename
@Participants: Jes Jessica Baxter, Geo George Camber
@ Date: 25/11/2010
@ Sex of Ger: Male
@ Situation: breakfast at Piato, Wollongong, NSW
*Jes: thanks for having the interview with me George.
*Jes: to begin, how do you describe Wollongong?
*Geo: In which respect?
*Jes: if you were talking to someone who wasn‟t from Wollongong, how
would you describe it?
*Geo: Australian coastal city.
*Geo: located south of Sydney, NSW.
*Geo: do we want to get in beyond location?
*Jes: if you like.
%com: jes nods her head in agreement with Geo.
* Geo: or just in general?
* Geo: a cross between a city and a town.
*Geo: with the good and bad of both.
Figure 3-7 Illustration of minChat guidelines

3.4.4

Stage Four: Reference Analysis

The analysis was guided by the Systemic Functional Linguistic theory and was
undertaken in three stages. The first stage was the initial uncovering of identities
[to determine what they are], Secondly, to classify the identities [to determine
how they are formed] and the thirdly, to evaluate the identities [to determine
whether they are positive or negative]. The three stages are described in detail in
the following sections.
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To extract the identities of Wollongong, a Reference Analysis was undertaken.
This type of analysis identifies „participants‟ within the text. A participant
should not be confused with its use in other types of qualitative analysis when
referring to a respondent. In this type of analysis, a participant can be a „person‟,
a „place‟ or a „thing‟ within the transcript and can be presented or presumed
within the text (Eggins 2004). A presenting reference occurs when a
„participant‟ is introduced for the first time. After an initial introduction, a
speaker presumes the subject is known and uses pronouns such as „they‟, „it‟ or
possessive nouns such as „I‟. Examples as to the ways a participant can be
referred to within a text are provided in Table 3-2. The reference process
undertaken in this research‟s analysis is presented in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-2 Reference Types
Reference Type

Description and Sub-Types

Code

Examples

1.Homophoric reference

The general shared context of culture

H

Wollongong is classed as an Australian city.

2.Exophoric reference

Immediate context of a situation also known as a Locational Reference.

X

That beach is beautiful.
[as the person points out the window to the beach it is
understood which beach they refer to].

3. Endophoric reference

Elsewhere in the text and could be one of three main types:
A. Anaphoric –earlier in the text

A

It is a cross between a city and a town.
my family lives here [the respondent is anaphorically
referring to himself and his family living in
Wollongong]
Within 60 minutes to the densest centre of the city.
[the respondent later on explains they are referring to
Sydney]
Yes 60 minutes to Sydney.
Our arch enemy is Newcastle.
[Wollongong‟s arch enemy is explained in the next
phrase as Newcastle]
Everything I have said until now.
[when asked a question the respondent replied the
answer had already been provided].

B. Cataphoric – not yet appeared but will be provided subsequently.

C

C. Esphoric- when the referent occurs in the phrase immediately following
the presuming
reference this may be quite extensive phrase.

S

D.

Comparative reference - the identity of the presumed item is retrieved
not because it has already been mentioned or will be mentioned in the
text but because an item with which it is being compared has been
mentioned. Also known as Whole text reference – the referent is more
than a simple participant instead it may be a sequence of actions/events
mentioned previously or the whole text up until this point [this therefore
proves that]

P

E. Bridging reference- presuming item refers back to an early item from
which it can be inferentially derived [the eaves] the infers that we know
what eaves and we infer that this refers to the same room she mentioned
earlier.

B

Because of that it will always have that town aspect.
[here the respondent anaphorically refers to
Wollongong but comparitativly refers to the elements
which give Wollongong a town aspect]
The city is lacking culture.
[we infer the city is Wollongong as it has already been
referred to in this way]

Table 3-3 Reference Analysis Process
Step

Process

Definitions

Example

1

Review the transcript to gain
an initial understanding of the
content and types of References.

The references identifies and tracks participants discussed within the transcripts (Eggins 2004 p.33).
Participants can include the various “people, places and things” (Eggins 2004, p.33) discussed in the
text. A reference is a descriptive function of language and identified as an element “directly involved
in process, which may or may not be impacted by the involvement in the process” (Mattheissen,
Teruya and Lam 2010 p.155).

Wollongong is located
Sydney and has crime
issues.

2

On a transcript, highlight the
presenting references in a
particular colour.

Participants are either presented or presumed, depending on whether the identity is known or not. A
presenting reference is used when the audience is not aware of the subject matter, usually occurring
when it is mentioned for the first time (Eggins 2004 p. 33).

Wollongong has a
steelworks.
My house is close to the
harbour.

3

Highlight the presuming
references in an opposite colour
to the presenting reference and
draw connection between the
relevant references in the
transcripts.

A presuming reference assumes we know, or can establish, the thing and the person referred to.
Presuming participants function to create cohesion in the text.
The different types of presuming references include: Cataphoric , esphoric, comparative, locational,
bridging, homophoric, exophoric which are further explained in Appendix 3.

The most common are:
The [definite article]
That, these, those[demonstrative
pronoun]
He, she, it, they; mine,
his, hers, theirs –
[pronouns]

4

Create a reference chain for
each participant

A reference chain is categorised under a presenting reference and includes the series of presuming
references. A reference chain shows reference patterns by tracing the mentions of the text‟s
participants through the presuming references. Each reference chain begins with a presenting
reference then the series of presenting references identified by a line number from the transcript. Not
all references have to be identified, instead only the ones, which add to cohesion of the text and are
relevant to the research purpose. With that in consideration, the focus of analysis was on Wollongong,
meaning that only the references related to Wollongong‟s identity were considered. The reference
chain is presented in a liner pattern with the sentence number next to the presenting or presuming
referent. A key to reference analysis is included, which allows the variants of references to be
identified within the reference chain.

Reference Chain 1:
Wollongong
(1) It has beaches
(2) It is connected
(3) The people
here are
backwards

The semi-structured interviews aimed to obtain descriptions of Wollongong.
Once the presenting and presuming references were recognised, they were
tabulated in a reference chain. Eggins (2004) suggests references be tabulated
into a chain in order to make sense of a text by illustrating the patterns of
meaning. An example of a reference chain for A City, is shown in Figure 3-8.

Reference Chain: A City
(15) Australian Coastal City – (16) South of Sydney – (16)
NSW – (27) Size – (29) infrastructure – (231) major
entertainment venues – (31) major industry
Figure 3-8 A Reference Chain for a City

The reference chains did not include all presuming references, instead only the
ones descriptive of Wollongong‟s identities were included. A reference chain
begins with the presenting reference [A City], underneath are the presuming
references. The presuming references are depicted with the transcript line
number in which they occurred and then the direct reference, as is shown in
Table 3-8.
On completion of Stage 1, each participant (a „person‟, a „place‟ or a „thing‟
within the transcript) had a series of reference chains explaining all their
references to Wollongong. The reference chains show the „mentions‟ of
particular aspects of Wollongong through the entire interview, therefore
providing a cohesive description of the identities. A system network of place
identities was then created for each respondent which then allowed for the next
stage of classification.

3.4.5

Stage Five: Construction and Evaluation of Identities

Stage 5 modelled the identity relationships and revealed how they were formed.
Stage 5 is based on an understanding of language as a resource for making
meaning, and “meaning resides in systemic patterns of choice” (Eggins 2004
p.22-23). The premise of systemic theory is that grammar is represented in the
form of system networks rather than a series of structures (Eggins 2004). This
suggests the structure of a text is less important than the grammatical choices
made within a text. Therefore, the very nature of systemic theory predicates that
SFL is an appropriate method when analysing interview transcripts, where
structure is less clearly defined.
Halliday and Webster (2006 p.180) explain „systemic‟ to be the system like
function that grammar plays in communication, they explain it as a:
“Set of options with an entry condition: that is to say, a
set of things of which one must be chosen, together with
a statement of the conditions under which the choice is
available”.
A system begins with an entry point and encompasses rules which govern the
types of choices that can be made, these will vary according to the type of
system (Mattheissen et al. 2010). The guidelines and conditions of entry into the
system network for place identities used in this study are as follows:
1. Entry into the system requires a reference to Wollongong,
2. The terms of grammatical placement within the system
follow a hierarchical relationship between the presented
identity

reference

and

the

descriptive

presumed

references,
3. Semantic meaning is generated from the lexicogrammatical choices made and the choices not made,
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4. The references of identities are expressed through labels
and inferences in the network and act to create a
cohesive understanding of place identities,
5. The bracketing between references is minimal and
includes only the most relevant information to explain
identities mentioned in the transcripts,
6. The labelling is classed as the choices are open-ended
[meaning they are not a finite result]. The system
network can be added to as new identities and influences
are uncovered within the transcripts.
A system network should be read from left to right with the least delicate of
options on the left through to the more delicate options on the right. Delicate in
this sense refers to the details which contribute to a higher-level or less-delicate
category. Figure 3-9 shows an example of a system network used to in this
study. In this example, Wollongong [category 1] is identified as A City [category
2] due to the characteristics of people, offerings, physical elements and the
location [category 3] as emphasised by the respondent‟s grammatical choices
[category 4].
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People
Population
P1:31

Offerings
Mj. Entertainment
venues P1:31

Wollongong

Mj. Infrastructure
P1:29

A city

Mj. Industry
P1:31

Physical
Elements

Size
P1:27

Location
South of Sydney
P1:16
NSW
P1:16
Australian Coastal City
P1:15

Figure 3-9 Place Identity System Network

Placement within the system network is guided by relationships between
presuming and presenting references. The levels of classification are referred to
as categories. With reference to Figure 3-9, Category 1 is the initial entry point,
meaning that to enter the system the following choices have to be referring to
Wollongong. Category 2 are direct references to Wollongong from the
transcripts and therefore constitute the identities of Wollongong. Category 3 is
the researcher‟s classification of the presuming references to create order form
the transcripts. Category 4 includes the presuming references obtained from the
transcripts. The items within category 4 are shown as a direct quote from the
participants (respondents) – with the participant number and the line number
from the transcript being recorded. As each interview transcript is analysed the
network is modified to account for:
1. New identity categories [category 2],
2. New classification categories [category 3],
3. New influences [category 4].
In addition to these modifications, as more data is obtained the categories may
merge or shift. This process is not dissimilar from other types of qualitative
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analysis such as Turner‟s (1981) use of concept cards to manage “chunks of
data” (Denscombe 2003, p.304). The use of a systems network allowed the
researchers to inspect and analyse the data allowing for what Glaser and Strauss
(1967) and later Denscombe (2003). refer to as the “constant comparative
method” which “entails a commitment to comparing and contrasting new codes,
categories and concepts as they emerge”.

The identities discovered remain

closely in touch with the data collected and the systems network is aligned to
Corbin and Strauss‟ (2008, p.32) call for “sensitivity” in research, requiring the
researcher to put him or herself into the research, having insight, being tuned in
to, being able to pick up on relevant issues, events and happenings in data; it
means being able to present the view of the dissidents and taking the role of the
other through immersion in data.
The objective of the evaluative stage of this analysis is to distinguish between
positive and negative identities. The evaluation stage is dealing with the analysis
of respondent‟s attitudes, which is an analyses the interpersonal metafunction
(Halliday 1978) , the connotative aspects (van Leewen 2005) and judgements
(Benwell and Stokoe 2006). More specifically, stage three assesses the
attitudinal lexis of the texts and the patterns of mood (see Table 2-2), Eggins
(2004, p.110) further explains:
“mood refers to variables such as the types of clause
structure (declarative, interrogative), the degree of
certainty or obligation expressed (modality), the use of
tags, vocatives, attitudinal words which are either
positively or negatively loaded… expressions of
intensification and politeness of various kinds”
This stage of analysis requires these mood expressions [as listed above] to be
assessed on each identity of Wollongong. Figure 3-10 illustrates the lexical
choices one makes when communicating attitude and how this can be presented
systemically.
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Positive attitude
Unique P1:1
specify attitude
Negative attitude

Activities

Bad nightlife P1:1
neutral attitude
Restaurants P1:1

Figure 3-10 Lexical Choice Specifying Attitude
Source: Adapted from Eggins (2004, p.16)

When explaining the structure of mood expressions within a text, Eggins (2004)
states that an exchange of information takes place, described as a proposition.
Eggins (2004, p.172) describes a proposition:
“A proposition is something that can be argued, but
argued in a particular way. When we exchange
information, we are arguing about whether something is
or is not. Information is something which can be
affirmed or denied”.

Therefore, the attitudinal lexis used by respondents when expressing place
identity can be located in the clause as part of the informational exchange and
analyzed in terms of its polarity [being either positive or negative]. The process
by which stage three is conducted is outlined below:
1. From the transcripts, identify the clause structure that
the identity belongs to,
2. Analyse the attitudinal lexis in terms of polarity,
3. Modify the evaluative notations to the system
network.
The initial range of 15 interviews was decided upon in consideration of
theoretical saturation. The system networks needed to be at a level where
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theoretical saturation is reached; that is, the point at which incremental learning
is minimal because researchers are observing phenomena seen before (Glaser
and Strauss 1967; Eisenhardt 1989). This was at the point where no additional
identities of Wollongong were discovered.

Qualitative research requires immersion with the data at all stages in the research
process, therefore, Burnard (1991) recommends the results be discussed with
participants to check for misinterpretations or exclusions of data. Following this
advice, once the system network ceased to evolve, the list of identities were
taken to a selection of participants for discussion.

3.7 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter provided an understanding of the research design and justification
of the choices in relation to the research problem. A diagram was presented to
further illustrate the process by which this research was carried out. It was
pertinent to provide such information as understanding the data collection and
analysis process provides a context for the reader to interpret the findings
presented and discussed in Chapter Five. The following chapter provides a
background into the chosen case study, the City of Wollongong.
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4. The Case of Wollongong
4.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the City of Wollongong as the chosen case study for this
research. The City of Wollongong, was purposefully chosen as it has been
recognised as a city which has faced and addressed the challenges of economic
decline and image problems. Within this chapter, details about the location,
history and economy of Wollongong are provided, not only as a useful
background, but as will be discussed further on, such details may contribute to
the identities of the city.

4.2 The City of Wollongong
Wollongong is located on the east coast of Australia in the State of New South
Wales (NSW), approximately 100 kilometres south of that state‟s capital,
Sydney. Wollongong is the third largest city in NSW having a population of
201,438 in 2009 (Wollongong City Council 2010). Figure 4.1 is a map showing
the location of the City, and provides insight into some of the City‟s
characteristics. Notably, Wollongong is a coastal city and is made up of a
number of towns.
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Figure 4-1 Map of Wollongong
Source: Wollongong City Council (2010)

On 28th February, 1859 Wollongong became one of the first two municipalities
incorporated pursuant to the Municipalities Act (NSW) 1858. This Wollongong
Municipality was smaller in area than the current Wollongong Local
Government Area (LGA). Other nearby local governments included Central
Illawarra Municipality incorporated in 1859 and Northern Illawarra incorporated
in 1867. The City of Greater Wollongong was formed in 1947 by the
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amalgamation of the three municipalities as well as the Bulli Shire. The
approximate population, at the time of the amalgamations, was 65,709 (Sheldon
1997).

The city of Wollongong has total land area of 714 square kilometers, which
includes a mix of industrial, commercial and residential areas and has national
parks on its north and south boundaries (Wollongong City Council 2010). Some
rural holdings exist mainly in the south west of the local government area.
Wollongong has a temperate climate with temperatures averaging 18-26 Co in
summer and 8-17Co in winter. Geographic characteristics such as the climate the
coastline and the mountain range on its western border contribute to the
characteristics of the city.
Although an aging population is predicted, the Illawarra‟s median age was 36 in
2006 (Department of Planning NSW Government 2007). Table 4-1 shows the
distribution of the population by age.
Table 4-1Wollongong LGA – Estimated Resident Population
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (2010)
Population by Age

%

Persons - 0 to 14 years

18.4

Persons - 15 years to 24 years

14.6

Persons - 25 years to 34 years

13.2

Persons - 35 years to 44 years

13.7

Persons - 45 years to 54 years

13.6

Persons - 55 years to 64 years

11.0

Persons - 65 years to 74 years

8.0

Persons - 75 years to 84 years

5.7

Persons - 85 years and over

1.9
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Predominantly because of the influx of migrant workers attracted to the
employment opportunities at the Port Kembla steelworks during the 1960s and
more recently the employment of staff from other countries by the University of
Wollongong, the City of Wollongong has a broad cultural mix. This is also
boosted by other immigrants, including refugees from Asia, Africa and the
Middle East, who chose the city as their new home. Table 4-2 shows that 23% of
Wollongong‟s population were born overseas.
Table 4-2 Wollongong LGA – Population Born Overseas
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (2010)
Region
%
Born in Oceania and Antarctica (excluding Australia)

1.3

Born in North-West Europe

8.4

Born in Southern and Eastern Europe

7.7

Born in North Africa and the Middle East

1.0

Born in South-East Asia

1.3

Born in North-East Asia

1.3

Born in Southern and Central Asia

0.5

Born in Americas

1.0

Born in Sub-Saharan Africa

0.5

Total born overseas

23.0

Despite recent changes to the demographics of Wollongong with more of the
population having formal qualifications, the working class culture and the
multicultural roots of the population are a characteristic of the Wollongong of
today. Professor Chris Gibson (Hoctor 2009) recently argues that cultural
interests are becoming more important than class or ethnic background. Prof.
Gibson suggest that some of the sub-cultures of the Illawarra are Grey Nomads,
Bogans, Surfies, Artistic Types, Tertiary Students, Car Enthusiasts, Emos,
Cocooners and Baby Boomers.
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Wollongong has a city council, and as well, the residents of Wollongong are
represented in both the state and national governments. Four state electorates
and two federal electorates overlap the Wollongong local government area
(Australian Electoral Commission 2011).
Throughout the 1900s, the city‟s industrial base was dominated by a steelworks
located south of the city centre at Port Kembla. In addition to the direct export of
coal, the local mines were integrated with steel production. Together with a busy
port, road and rail freight were important to these industries and further
contributed to the working class character of the city.

In 1976 Broken Hill Proprietary (BHP) employed 41% of Wollongong‟s
Workforce (Schultz 1985). By the 1980s the steelworks was being rationalized,
having been subjected to downturns in demand, increased competition and
opportunities to reduce costs by the introduction of labour-saving technology.
The Port Kembla Steelworks had reduced its workforce from 22,000 to less than
7000 by the early 1990s (Watson 1991; Garrett-Jones, Gross, Kerr, Kotevski and
Zaeemdar 2007). For similar reasons, the local coal mines were also succumbing
to economic pressures and were introducing more sophisticated mining
equipment which required less labour.

The experience of the late 1980s and 1990s had provided an incentive for the
city‟s leaders to look to seek ways to diversify the city‟s industrial base. In 1991,
the unemployment rate in the Illawarra Region (Wollongong containing
approximately two-thirds of this region‟s population) was 13.6 per cent and the
region was above the state average in all age categories, particularly persons
under 25 years (Buchan Consulting 2003). The experience of Wollongong at this
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time was similar to many industrial cities throughout the world (for example, see
Kotler et al. 1993; Dickinson 2007).

Wollongong is a city in transition as it moves from an almost heavy industry
based economy to a more dominant services based economy including
education, information technology and healthcare. Today, the key economic
sectors are manufacturing, education, technology, research and development,
coal mining, retail, tourism, health and community services. Wollongong‟s
growth by industry is shown in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2 Illawarra‟s Change in Employment by Industry, 1996-2006
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (2006)

Since the 1980‟s, Wollongong has faced numerous negative media stories,
ranging from, pollution, unemployment, industrial disputes, and drink related
street violence. There have been attempts to alter the negative perceptions of
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Wollongong, including, a City Image Strategy (Valerio, Baker and Gulloch
1999),whereby the city adopted a brand tagline „City of Innovation‟ (for more
detail see, Kerr, Noble and Glynn 2010). This tagline was both „aspirational‟ for
and „reflective‟ of Wollongong‟s history and current strengths (Valerio et al.
1999). This strategy has received praise for positivly influencing the city‟s
image (Garrett-Jones et al. 2007), and crticism for not reaching the aspirational
goals aimed to repositon the economy (Gibson and Waitt 2009).

Since

implemention, the City Image Strategy has faced barriers which hindered the
attitude change process, some examples are now provided. As will be discussed
in Chapter Five, perhaps the City Image Strategy did not give enough credance
to the exisiting identities of Wollongong. Therefore, reflecting both a need and a
benefit of this thesis.

In 2008, Wollongong City Council made national and international headlines.
Even the English tabloids reported on the sexual exploits of a town planner and
property developers and „alleged‟ payments from developers to councillors and
staff, eventually resulting in the dismissal of the elected council and the
appointment of administrators. The 2011 NSW government election ignited the
„corruption‟ image as a longstanding Wollongong MP was accused of tampering
with the ballot cards (Australian Broadcasting Corporation News 2011). Also
recently, the high youth unemployment rate of 6.1% within Wollongong has
been prevalent within the local and national media (Australian Bureau of
Statistics 2011). National radio station Triple J featured this issue on a popular
radio segment and pictured Wollongong as a „Steel City‟ with the highest
unemployment rate in the state (Barrington, O'Toole and Atkin 2010).

In addition to other places within Australia, Wollongong received attention
regarding the rise of alcohol-fuelled violence. This issue was broadcasted on
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national news show, Stateline and the 7:30 Report, highlighting the extent of
violent acts and the drinking culture of Wollongong (Australian Broadcasting
Corporation Illawarra 2011). Amidst, this negative media attention has been the
uproar of residents regarding the conditions of public facilities and questioning
development. This has led to many residents starting petitions and online support
groups through Facebook.com, a popular online social media platform.

In response to the negative publicity and acknowledgement that the city is rundown, a Brand Wollongong Committee was formed in 2011 by local community
leaders to address inter alia the damage to the identity and image of the city.
This prompted a renewed interest in place marketing. It is for this reason that
Wollongong was selected as an appropriate case to research place identities.

4.3 Conclusions
The City of Wollongong was introduced and discussed within this chapter to
provide insight and justification as to why it was chosen as the case study for
this research. A discussion of the research findings are presented in Chapter Five.
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5 Findings and Discussion
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the findings from this research by first providing the
population of identities (the identity set) of Wollongong, followed by a detailed
explanation and discussion of each. The chapter concludes by comparing and
contrasting the findings with the relevant literature discussed in Chapter Two.

5.2 Research Findings and Reflections
Consistent with Identification Theory (Scott et al. 1998), multiples of place
identity were found. As discussed in Chapter Two, this thesis argues that if
marketers are to develop effective place marketing and place branding strategies,
awareness and understanding of the population or set of place identities is first
necessary as it provides the foundations upon which such strategies can be built.
Further, marketers need to address, not just ignore, identities that are likely to be
damaging to the competitiveness of a place. Using the methods of data collection
and analysis discussed in Chapter Three, the identity-set for the city of
Wollongong is shown in Figure 5-1.
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Potential

Connected

Divided

Tribal

Struggle city

Changing

Diverse
Wollongong
Uncultured

Corrupt

Unsafe

Decrepit

Liveable

Backwards

A city and a
town

Figure 5-1 Wollongong‟s Identity-Set

The findings reveal Wollongong‟s „identity set‟ as a complex interpretation of
tangible and intangible elements. Consistent with Social Semiotic theory,
participants drew meaning from their interpretation of the place elements, or
signs, including buildings, landforms and people. Place elements communicated
meaning through appearance, proximity and respective behaviour and were
subject to each participant‟s interpretation.

The identities of Wollongong are now presented. A number has been assigned to
each identity only to serve as a point of reference and not to imply any variations
in relative importance. Each identity is shown diagrammatically in a system
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network, which consists of categories. Wollongong as shown in Figure 5.1 is
Category 1 with the set of identities being Category 2. In the diagrams, which
follow to explain each identity, Category 3 aims to further illustrate the influence
of each identity. Extracts from the transcripts (showing participant number and
transcript line number) were classified as being positive, neutral, or negative in
attitude having regard to the language used by each participant. Regardless of
the respondent‟s attitude, all three choices are depicted in the networks to
demonstrate the options. The empty-set symbol is used to illustrate the options
not chosen for each identity. Extracts for each identity are shown in supporting
tables. The networks should be read from left to right as this allows the reader to
see how the identities have been constructed. The fourteen identities of
Wollongong are now introduced and discussed.
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5.2.1

Identity: 1 Potential

The identity of potential is shown in Figure 5.2 and Table 5-1. This identity is
constructed from beliefs that Wollongong has potential to capitalise on its
natural environment and accelerate its economic and social development but
barriers always seem to exist, which frustrate this progress. These barriers are
derived from the performance of the local council as well as the attitudes of
community members.
positive attitude
Multiculturalism

specific attitude

See Table 5-1

negative attitude

See Table 5-1

positive attitude
Tourist Attractions

specific attitude

Built Environment

specific attitude

See Table 5-1

negative attitude

See Table 5-1

specific attitude

0

neutral attitude

See Table 5-1

negative attitude

See Table 5-1

positive attitude
Industry

0

neutral attitude

positive attitude
Potential

0

neutral attitude

0

neutral attitude

See Table 5-1

negative attitude

See Table 5-1

Local Community

specific attitude

positive attitude

See Table 5-1

neutral attitude

See Table 5-1

negative attitude

See Table 5-1

Potential Barriers
positive attitude
Wollongong City Council

specific attitude

Figure 5-2 Identity 1 – Potential
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0

neutral attitude

See Table 5-1

negative attitude

See Table 5-1

Table 5-1 Instances for specific pattern in the Potential System Network in Figure 5-2
Category 2
Multiculturalism

Tourist
Attractions

Built
Environment

Category 3

Attitude
Specific Attitude - Positive
Arts p3:503
Theatre p3:504
Interesting and exciting place p8:386
Specific Attitude - Negative
Not embraced p3:497
Not celebrated p3:513; p15:79
Not integrated p3:513; p15:78
Not represented p8:378; p15:77
Specific Attitude - Positive
Lively if your coming up the south p14:166
Create revenue and jobs p8:184
Tourist attractions p5:551
Wollongong‟s history p8:227
Skyrail at Coledale p8:173;175
Between the mountains and sea p2:419
Conferences and symposiums p6:68;88
Beach p2:418
Mountains p2:418
Good escape if you‟re from the city p14:154
Specific Attitude - Negative
Hasn‟t got a big icon p5:585; p4:6
Day Trippers p6:72
Shorter visits p6:88
Needs something more p15:68
Specific Attitude - Negative
Clean up the badder poorer areas p10:414
Not a pleasant place to shop p10:320
Needs to be beautified p8:273
Maintain the public facilities p11:318
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Specific Attitude - Positive
Cheaper stable workforce p6:225
Bigger commercial background p6:221

Industry

Specific Attitude - Negative
No office blocks built in 30years p6:264
Potential
Barriers

Local
Community

Specific Attitude - Neutral
Basically all labour p6:61
Still a tight labour town p6:57
Specific Attitude - Negative

Wollongong
City Council

Want to keep the pace but only just p14:174
All trying to pull the wagon along p6:358
Endless committees p6:373
Squashing the future p8:242
Selfishness p1:100
Short-mindedness p1:75; p15:89
Short-sighted p15:89
Working for their own interest p1:102
Fractured p6:361
Enumerable chambers of commerce and various other
community p6:352
Whinging p2:614
One is pulling this way and that p6:351
No pride p3:439
Specific Attitude - Negative
Not planning p1:196; p15:108
Old boys thinking p1:192
Short-sightedness p1:97
Won‟t pass it [developments] p2:371
Lots of words but nothing has been committed p6:334
Bad reputation p6:61
Complete lack of planning p6:303; 332
Lack of leadership p6:32; 328; 335; 373
Not local members p6:323
Bad planning p6:293
[not] looking to the future p6:306
Too many times they said they were going to do
something and it never happens p8:299
Growth factor when the Steelworks built up p6:301
Push of forever building uni blocks close to town
p6:268
Events have controlled the evolution of Wollongong
p6:329
Recent bad publicity p6:56
Long range planning was three days p6:307
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As can be seen from the upper section of Table 2-1, participants discussed
Wollongong‟s potential, referring to its potential to leverage off its multicultural
base, increase tourist attractions, modify the built environment, as well as the
possibility to expand its industry base.

In regards to multiculturalism, Wollongong has the potential to be an
“interesting and exciting place” (P8:386) if there was more representation of the
rich multicultural community. There could be more celebration and integration
of “arts, multiculturalism, theatre and performance within Wollongong”
(P3:503), as the facilities exist to do so. A participant explained:
“…why isn‟t it done every month? … we have the
facilities to do so. But it doesn‟t happen and with such
success of Viva La Gong* it makes you wonder why
don‟t they do that more often to bring the community out
to experience stuff as a whole as opposed to
segregations…” (P3:505-511)
[* Viva La Gong is a food, music, and art festival held annually in Wollongong‟s
city centre (VivaLaGong 2010) ].

Wollongong has desirable attributes, such as a rich history, the mountains, and
the beaches, which appeal to tourists, but it lacks an icon, which could increase
the potential for more tourism to create jobs and revenue. Due to Wollongong‟s
limited tourist attractions, it is deemed insufficient for long-stay visitors. In
regard to tourist activities, Wollongong was described as “lively” (P14:155) to
those who visit from smaller places in the south or a “quick escape” (P14:154)
for visitors from larger cities. Furthermore, due to the beautiful surrounds and
short stay activities, Wollongong has potential to grow as an appropriate location
for conferences and symposiums. There is potential but it is not being realised.
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Despite its natural beauty, some participants were displeased with the aesthetics
of Wollongong. In response to a dilapidated built environment and low socioeconomic areas, participants believe Wollongong should “maintain public
facilities” (P11:318) and “clean up the badder, poorer areas” (P10:414) as this
prohibits “modern” (P10:319) atmosphere and limits potential for the city to be
“beautified” (P8:273).

The potential to grow the services sector and build a strong and stable workforce
was recognised, but some participants suggested this potential was barred by
short-term and unfocused planning and lack of encouragement for commercial
building construction. This potential identity arose from participant‟s
interpretation of past and recent decisions by the local council, as being
unnecessary, under resourced, inconsiderate of community needs and a barrier to
Wollongong‟s potential. The local council are criticised for “not planning”
(P1:196), “short-sidedness” (P1:97), “old boys thinking” (P:192) and “not
carrying through with promises” (P8:229). The potential of Wollongong was
consistently discussed in relation to the perceived lack of leadership and
planning from the local council. One participant explained:
“Events have controlled the evolution of Wollongong
rather than Wollongong controlling its own fate”.
(P6:329)
Participants expressed disdain towards past decisions and illustrate the need for
good leadership within Wollongong and for decision makers to think bigger and
implement long-term plans. Consequently, participants are frustrated as they see
Wollongong‟s potential not being reached due to these barriers. Ironically, the
barriers are established by the decisions made by leaders who also have the
power to overcome them. In addition, there was a perception of local community
members being unsupportive of change and lacking community spirit.
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Participants distanced themselves from the local community when describing
them as selfish, whiney, working for their own interests and the key barriers to
Wollongong‟s potential. The community was described as fractured as they
attempt to resolve issues in their own ways by forming needless committees.
Participants expressed frustration as many of the committees have conflicting
objectives and are “all trying to pull the wagon along” (P6:358). One
participant‟s comments sums up why Wollongong is potential.
“…Wollongong has a scary amount of potential,
unrealised potential… Wollongong could be a lot…an
incredibly uniquely diverse community with a lot of
positive things… but…there are…negative elements that
stop that…Some short mindedness some short
sightedness…greed…selfishness … instead of people
working together to build this city they are working for
their own interests…but it has the potentiality if people
get off that and stop being that it could be an incredibly
unique destination”. (P1:65-85)

It is the recognised value of Wollongong and the barriers that prevent it from
being realised that contributes to an identity of potential.
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5.2.2 Identity 2: Connected
The identity of connected is shown in Figure 5-3 and Table 5-2. This identity
was based upon participant‟s perception of the connectedness of Wollongong,
both internally and externally.
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Figure 5-3 Identity 2 – Connected
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Table 5-2 Inferences for specific pattern in the Connected System Network in Figure 5-3
Category 2
Category 3
Attitude
Internally

Proximity

Natural
Environment

Built
Environment

Externally

Places

Business

Specific Attitude - Positive
Within 10mins p7:4
Within five minutes p14:35
Convenient p11:346; p15:83
Specific Attitude - Positive
Beaches p7:4; p11:341; p12:3; p14:35
Mountains p1:115; p7:4; p12:3
Rainforest p1:115
Farmlands p1:120
Lake p1:117; p12:3
Specific Attitude - Positive
Freeway p6:66
Train stations p5:7
Town p7:4; p11:343
Public transport p5:21
University p11:344
Specific Attitude - Positive
1.5 hrs from Sydney p1:112; p3:52; p4:100; p6:42; p15:84
15-20min to the Albion Park airport p9:98
Work p4:218; p15:85
Culture p6:285
Specific Attitude - Neutral
Nowra p1:136
The highlands p1:137
Canberra p1:136
Specific Attitude - Negative
Try to be like Sydney p15:115
Try for a Sydney identity p1:136
Specific Attitude - Positive
Science p1:75
Research p1:75
Business networks p1:24
Global attention p1:246

Participants described Wollongong‟s internal connectedness in terms of
convenience with other places and the natural environment. In addition to the
natural environment, Wollongong offers connectedness between home and work.
One participant commented; “everything you need [is] within close proximity”
(P5:6). Another commented:

“…I am close to the beach and I love the beach. I love
being able to just go for a quick swim or just have a nice
place that you can relax and have coffee at a café or
something like that…and because I am always at [work]
I like that it is probably so close to [work] …” (P11:1822).
Due to its geographical characteristics, all suburbs of Wollongong are in close
proximity to the beaches and the mountains. Participants favourably described
the connectedness with the natural environment.

Participants were favourable to the ease of movement around Wollongong as
opposed to nearby Sydney. This was attributed to less traffic and closeness of
suburbs to the Wollongong CBD and the availability of public transport between
these. Notwithstanding, Wollongong is connected to Sydney.
“…it‟s just probably the one place where you can get and
have everything you want within an hour‟s journey at the
most.”(P1:97-98).
Furthermore, participants felt that Wollongong is connected externally through
places and business. Sydney fulfils the participants cultural and employment
needs not satisfied in Wollongong. In addition, the international airport is
situated on the southern side of Sydney and connects Wollongong nationally and
internationally.

Some

participants

however,

the

Sydney-Wollongong

relationship as detrimental to Wollongong‟s growth as it leads to constant
comparisons with Sydney and a struggle for a „Sydney identity‟. Places such as
the regional airport in nearby town of Albion Park also contribute to
Wollongong‟s external connected identity. Through institutions such as the
University, Wollongong is globally connected through networks of researchers,
scientists, and businesses.
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5.2.3 Identity 3: Divided
The identity of divided in detailed in the following sections. This identity refers
to the north and south areas of Wollongong but extends beyond geographical
characteristics to include people, their activities and aesthetics of the natural and
built environments. The system network is shown in two parts. Figure 5-4 and
Table 5-3 depict references to the north, whilst Figure 5-5 and Table 5-4 show
references to the south of the city.
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Figure 5-4 Identity 3a – Divided North
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0

negative attitude
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See Table 5-3

Table 5-3 Instance for specific pattern in the Divided North System Network in Figure 5-4
Category 2

Category 3

Attitude

North

Suburbs

Specific Attitude – Positive
Calmer place p10:68
A really nice area p5:398
Safer atmosphere p10:42
Relaxed atmosphere p2:109; p10:53, 59, 71
Nice relaxing environment p2:109
Quiet p2:113
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Bulli to Helensburgh p10:51
Bulli p13:72
Stanwell Park p3:23
Austinmer p5:398
Thirroul p14:14
Corrimal p14:15
Specific Attitude – Negative
Very Anglo area p11:14
Specific Attitude – Positive
Calm p10:42
Class p3:32
[No] people you have to worry about p10:72
Well presented p3:54; 57
People are always just happy p10:69
Culture p3:32
Lifestyle p3:82
Cars they drive p3:59
Specific Attitude – Negative
Snobby p10:53
Upper-class p3:32; 56
Don‟t acknowledge non-locals p13:84
Specific Attitude – Positive
Catch up with friends p10:201
Enjoying going out for coffee p10: 60
Pubs p10:199
Specific Attitude – Negative
Not enough for kids to do p13:198
Youth club is a bit nerdy p13:120

People

Activities
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Built
Environment

Specific Attitude – Positive
Houses are more expensive p10:56
Nice houses well looked after p10:363
Houses p3:60
Valuable p10:55
Modern p10:54
Specific Attitude – Negative
Expensive p9:602
Million bucks for a house p9:605
Crowded p5:162
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Figure 5-5 Identity 3b – Divided South
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See Table 5-4

Table 5-4 Instance for specific pattern in the Divided South System Network in Figure 5-5
Category 2
Category 3
Attitude
South

Suburbs

Specific Attitude – Positive
Nice parts p2:90; p4:50
Kanahooka p2:88
Port Kembla p4:49
Specific Attitude – Negative
Port Kembla p10:86
Fairy Meadow p4:83
Piccadilly p7:333
Unanderra p2:74
Lake Heights p5:498
Coniston p5:17
Warrawong p3:239; p2:75; p7:98
CBD p14:167
Cringila p3:44
Port Kembla p3:26; 45; p5:16; p9:152
Lower socioeconomic places p5:19; p4:87
Junkie hangout p2:746; p7:337
Berkley p3:43; p9:666
Warrawong Mall p110:347
Dapto p10:34; p7:98
Kannahooka p10:341
Kannahooka High p10:31
Warilla p3:105; p5:500; p2:8; p4:79; p7;99
Windang p3:69; p4:177
Not so great schools p10:62
Stigma attached p10:80
Community-based issues p3:246; p7:98
Bad reputation p10:90; p5:5, 482
Denison street p7:337
Derelict suburbs p4:79; p531
Crap areas and bad areas p5:29
Stay away areas p5:498
Very dark p7:333
Stigma of prostitutes p10:87
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People

Activities

Specific Attitude – Positive
Good people p10:89
Need more education p4:120
Specific Attitude – Neutral
All sorts of characters p9:186
Specific Attitude – Negative
Kids that are too young should be home p5:127
Petty criminals p9:133
Worry about them p10:76
Feel sorry for their kids p10:76, 374
Uneducated p10:74
Really derro p10:45
Migrants p3:40
Different demographic p10:64
Don‟t look after themselves p10:373
Don‟t all work p9:661
Excessive tattoos p10:372
Junkies p3:33; p9:152
Bad people p5:22
Feral p9:194
Riffraff p5:8
Ratbags p4:77
Spaced out of their heads p7:339
Different people p10:370
Prostitutes p3:33, 253; p4:93
Low incomes p2:76
Drug dealers p3:253
Specific Attitude – Positive
Park p3:75, 342
Good surfing areas p10:89
Specific Attitude – Negative
Alcoholism p5:509
Domestic abuse p7:101; p5:509
Break-ins p4:82; p7:101
Congregate p3:257
Nothing for kids p3:35, 99
Drug-use p10:34; p4:93; p5:509; p7:101
Trouble p10:32
Kids punching p10:33
Higher-crime rate p4:92; p7:101
Unsafe on the trains p10:36
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Natural
Environment

Built
Environment

Specific Attitude – Positive
Lake p3:343
Beach p3:74, 100, 343
Specific Attitude – Negative
Intoxicated in soil p11:348, 343
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Closed down car yards p9:663
Specific Attitude – Negative
Housing commission p9:669, 726
[looks like] A hole p9:666
Low-socioeconomic areas p7:101; p2:76
Reputation that it is cheap p5:117
Not nice p5:119
Dero p5:115
Graffiti p5:126
Cheaper housing p5:116
Broken or vandalised stuff p5:127

Wollongong is a city of towns spread along the coast (see Figure 4-1).
Differences between north and south of the Wollongong CBD were noted.
Participants distinguished between northern and southern suburb‟s people,
activities, and even the natural and built environment.
The northern suburbs were described as “nice” (P5:398) “relaxed” (P2:109;
P10:53), “quiet” (P2:1113) and “safe”. This was compared to the south, which
was alleged to have a “bad reputation” (P10:90; P5:57) as “derelict” (P4:79;
P5:31) associated with the “lower socio-economic” (P5:19; P4:87) status.
Participants who live in the suburbs of Kannahooka and Port Kembla described
them as southern exceptions, as these social issues exist around them but the
“parts” (P2:90; P4:50) they live in are nice.

Participants (not just northerners) saw differences between the northern and
southern mentality, degree of education and class. People who live in the
northern suburbs were described as “calm” (P10:42), “well presented” (P3:54),
and “happy”(P10:69) but were accused also of being snobbish and disrespectful
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of non-locals. This was compared to the southerners who were classed as
“riffraff” (P5:8) “ratbags” (P4:77), and “feral” (P9:194). Perception was drawn
from evaluations of physical appearance, age and activities of people as well as
media coverage of criminal activity, education levels, unemployment rates, and
socioeconomic status.

The types of activities associated with each division were further compared, as
people in the north were perceived to “enjoy going out for coffee” (p10:60),
whilst people in the south were “spaced out of their heads” (p7:339) on drugs
and congregating to make trouble because they are bored. Although stark
contrasts exist between the associated activities between the northern and
southern suburbs, some suburbs share favourable surfing conditions and
beautiful natural environments.

Participants identified differences between cars, houses, and individual
presentation when comparing the north and the south. They associated
concentrations of housing commission areas, cheaper and broken or vandalised
infrastructure within the southern suburbs and a more modern cleaner built
environment and more expensive houses with the north.
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5.2.4 Identity 4: Tribal
The identity of tribal is shown in Figure 5-6 and Table 5-5. This identity is
constructed based upon representations of the people, natural environment
places and activities of Wollongong.
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Table 5-5 Instance for specific pattern in the Tribal System Network in Figure 5-6
Category 2
People

Natural
Environment

Places

Activities

Category 3

Attitude
Specific Attitude – Positive
Crowds are quite low p4:30
A tight community p5:271
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Thirroul people love Thirroul beach p6:436
New comers to Wollongong p5:424
The Wollongong girls p5:422
Dapto people are more interested in whether they can
get another few shops in Dapto p6:446
Corrimal people go to Corrimal beach p6:435
There is nowhere else like Austinmer if you live in
Austinmer p6:437
New comers to Wollongong p5:424
Different ideas p13:115
Different pockets if people p13:114
Sub-communities p4:275
Austi-boys p5:275
Specific Attitude – Negative
Started to get all toffy p9:604
The Wollongong girls p5:422
Us and them attitude p7:27
Territorial p5:428
Interest in what happens in the centre of Wollongong
but it is not what drives them p6:440
Born and bred reputation p5:421
Locals versus non-locals p13:72
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Not a large city p1:31
Vast geographical area p13:114
A village atmosphere p6:430
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Corrimal p6:435
Stanmore Park p9:601
Warilla p5:240
Stanwell Tops p5:273
Austinmer p5:274
Places near the beach p5:270
Prot Kembla p5:271
Thirroul p13:443
Dapto p6:446
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Aquathon p5:237
Triathalon p5:237
Surf clubs p5:257
Charity events p5:240
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The tribal identity was based on an interpretation of the strong social networks
throughout the city as people are part of a “tight community” (P5:271). Some
include, “the Austi boys” (P5:275) and “the Wollongong girls” (P5:422). One
participant commented:
“… South Beach has a born and bred kind of
reputation…that‟s just where the Wollongong girls have
always been…we are like all the new comers to
Wollongong and we all go to North Beach…although we
live here…we are still not the born and bred” (P5:433439).
Some participants reflected on the tribal nature of residents when they resist
newcomers and visitors to the area. Participants explained that these “subcommunities” (P4:275) are sometimes not welcoming, whilst acting all “toffy”
(P9:604), they convey an “us and them attitude” (P7:27). For example:
“We used to say when we‟ve been here 20 years, people
will have acknowledged that we‟re a local…Bulli is a
funny place whether that actually ever happens I don‟t
know…new people are coming in you are friendly and
talk to us…other people who have been there like that or
a bit longer still don‟t acknowledge us…because we‟re
not local…It‟s very strange” (P13:77-85).
In addition to differences between the northern and southern parts of the city,
residents were territorial and seem more concerned with their immediate suburbs.
The geographical spread of communities seems to contribute to the belief that
Wollongong has a “village like atmosphere” (P6:430). Participants suggested
that as a smaller city, Wollongong‟s village-like atmosphere has created
segments of residents based on tribe or community, located in “different
pockets” (P13:115) of the region with “different ideas” (P13:114). This identity
is reinforced by resident‟s membership of local clubs, charities and social
gatherings.
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5.2.5 Identity 5: Struggle City
The identity of struggle city is shown in Figure 5-7 and Table 5-6. This identity
developed from the high unemployment rates, low socioeconomic areas and the
perceived high level of drug and alcohol abuse that participants associated with
the city.
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Table 5-6 Instance for specific pattern in the Struggle City System Network in Figure 5-7
Category 2
Category 3
Attitude
People

Offerings

Specific Attitude – Positive
Livable for middle-class p11:529
Specific Attitude – Negative
Struggling p7:203
High percentage who rely on the dole p11:504
High drug abuse p7:144
Low-socioeconomic areas p7:19
A lot of poor people p7:205
60% under 25‟s aren‟t employed p9:230
Issues with literacy and numeracy p7:20
They can be picky p9:268
Specific Attitude – Negative
Not enough job creation p7:20
Don‟t have a network of support p7:27
Highest places in the country for unemployment p9:231
High-unemployment p7:6; p9:11, 12
Fourth generation unemployed youth p7:13
Struggle to find houses or jobs p10:237
Cost of living and the price of housing p11:295
Problems with travel p9:14
Nothing available p9:263
Transport is an issue p7:21
Few jobs available p9:267

A struggle city identity was based on comments of “generational unemployment”
(P7:16). [As of February 2011 the unemployment rate for Wollongong was at
7.5% which is 15% above the national average (AustralianBureauofStatistics
2011)]. A participant commented:
“…we also have issues with literacy and numeracy, not
enough job creation, plenty of training but also our
transport is a issue…” (P7:19-24).
Due to the high percentage of unemployment, there are a large amount of
“people [who] rely on the dole” (P11:504) [„dole‟ meaning a welfare payment
provided by the Australian government], consequently, struggling with the cost
of living and housing. In addition, the lower-socioeconomic areas are associated
with people struggling with social issues, such as, “drug abuse” (P7:144).
Although, similar social issues are not as prominent, the middle classes struggle
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to find “jobs” (P9:267) and “houses” (P10:237), due to the high demand within
Wollongong.
The struggle city identity is also attributed to Wollongong‟s offerings.
Participants descriptions of the lack of “job creation” (P7:20) or a “network of
support” (P7:27), this denotes sentiments of isolation.
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5.2.6 Identity 6: Changing
The identity of changing is shown in Figure 5-8 and Table 5-7. Despite many
negative comments, participants reflected upon the changes to Wollongong‟s
industry and the built environment.
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Table 5-7 Instance for specific pattern in the Changing System Network in Figure 5-8
Category 2

Category 3

Attitude

Industry

Past

Specific Attitude – Positive
Depended entirely on the Steelworks p6:15
Defined by the Steelworks p3:543
Manufacturing steel industry p7:65
Helped build up the town p6:127
Specific Attitude – Negative
Was a Steelworks town p6:16
A Steel city p1:153; p6:100
Heavily commercial and manufactured p3:549
Specific Attitude – Positive
The TAFE p7:295
Clean and green p6:20
Research p1:156
Service industries p7:65
Science p1:155
Aged Care p7:67
Bluescope p7:67
Healthcare p7:67
University of Wollongong p7:66; p7:295
The infrastructure p3:560
Industries starting to close p9:508
Evolutionary thing p6:183
Education p6:193
Greatest employer is the University p6:123
Less of the Steelworks p6:125
Utilising influences from overseas p7:296
Big ideas p7:295
Medical engineering p7:297
Medical p7:297
Specific Attitude – Negative
A Steel Town legacy p3:557
Image hasn‟t been updates p3:564

Present
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Built
Environment

Present

Specific Attitude – Positive
Done all the parks p2:163
Renewal p2:146
Desirable facilities p2:405
Major hotels p2:403
Re-don‟t the actual harbour p2:164
Getting torn down p2:146
Hotel chains p4:161
Belmore Basin p2:113
New buildings p2:146
Specific Attitude – Negative
Estates p13:260
Thinly stretched all along the coast p13:264
Crap loads of high rise buildings p2:148
Over development p13:259
People bending the rules p11:472
Ugly as hell p13:261; 268

The “steel city” (P6:100) was seen as a former identity with the steelworks no
longer defining the city as “industrial” (P9:506). Participants mentioned the
growing importance of the service sectors such as, technology, healthcare and
aged care. The impact and potential of the University of Wollongong was also
recognised.
“…the only other thing that gives me hope for
Wollongong is the university…the fact that we are
transforming from a steel city to a hopefully an
educational city…with education...that also brings
science and research…” (P1:112-115).
This identity was based upon a changing industry base focussed on “education”
(P6:193), “big ideas” (P7:295) and “influences from overseas” (P7:296). The
change was described as “evolutionary” although some participants believe
Wollongong‟s “steel town legacy” (P3:557) is prominent externally as this
“image hasn‟t been updated” (P3:564).
Wollongong‟s built environment is also changing. Participants acknowledged
the occurrence of transformation and renewal.
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However, participants were

convinced this change is not meeting the needs of residents or visitors nor is it
attractive. Participants described changing favourably in terms of the potential
business growth from new hotels and beautification of the harbor, but also
unfavourably in regards to overdevelopment of new residential estates and
„suspiciously high‟ apartment buildings. The new housing estates in
Wollongong‟s northern suburbs is seen as accommodating those who work in
Sydney but choose to live in Wollongong.

Some of the new apartment

complexes within the CBD were criticised as “ugly as hell” (P13:261) and were
a result of “bending the rules” (P11:472).
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5.2.7 Identity 7: Diverse
The identity of diverse is shown in Figure 5-9 and Table 5-8.
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Table 5-8 Instance for specific pattern in the Diverse System Network in Figure 5-9
Category 2
People

Category 3

Attitude
Specific Attitude – Positive
Relaxed p7:4
Uniquely divers community p1:93
Love this place p6:348
Easy-going p7:5
Friendly p7:5
Want to see it develop p6:349
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Multicultural City p1:145; p2:500; p4:4
Different religions p1:149
Different nationalities p1”148; p3:512
A melting p1:147
Diverse communities p1:93
Macedonians p4:16
From all walks of life p4:11
Greeks p4:16
Educated p10:238
Lebanese p4:16
Austinmer to Wollongong heaps of artists p8:381, 383
Different races p3:496
Specific Attitude – Negative
Talk bad of you p11:11
Snobby p11:10
Prejudice towards students in schools p11:45
Simply give up p9:339
Negative attitude p9:121
Greed p7:144
Intolerant of ethnic background p11:11
Don‟t look for employment p9:350
They‟re content p9:348
Genuine scumbags p9:210
Loud mouth scumbags p9:210
Mean p11:74
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Natural
Environment

Built
Environment

Activities

Specific Attitude – Positive
Unique [surf] breaks p4:28, 29
Best of both worlds p7:256
Beautiful sand and blue water p4:178
Rich beautiful rainforests p4:179
Mountains that touch the sea p4:176; p7:256
Beautiful beaches p4:30
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Escarpment p4:179
Surf breaks p4:26
10km beaches p4:177
Specific Attitude – Positive
Hotel bed and breakfast in the mountains p4:189
Sea Cliff bridge p4:175
Mt Keira p4:180
Stanwell Park p4:173
Port Kembla p4:13
Cringila p4:13
Berkeley p4:13
Good and bad side p9:67
Specific Attitude – Positive
A little bit of everything p14:161
Restaurants p4:183
Cafes p4:184
Chilling p4:188
[go to the ]Park p3:52
Kayaking p4:188
Harbour walks p4:186
Surfing p4:188
Unique p14:159
Beach p3:52
Harbour p4:185
Specific Attitude – Negative
Get drunk p9:116, 201
Fighting p9:204, 212

This identity related to the diversity of Wollongong‟s people, natural and built
environment and activities on offer.
Wollongong was seen as a “melting pot” of different religions, nationalities, skill
sets and even attitudes. For the most part, diversity was described favourably, as
being unique, beautiful and rich. The diversity of the city‟s environment was
also recognised. Similar to matters discussed in divided and struggle city,
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participants identified a range of diversity: from affluent to poor, from attractive
to run-down, from cultured to uncultured.
Participants describing the mentality of Wollongong‟s diverse community
ranged from “relaxed” (P7:4), “easy-going” (P7:7) to “snobby” (P11:10) and
“intolerant” (P11:11). With regard to the future of Wollongong, community
attitudes ranged from wanting to “see it develop” (P6:349) to being “content”
(P9:348). The community include people from “all walks of life” (P4:11) who
add diverse cultures and skill sets to Wollongong‟s demographic spread.
Participants described these attributes of the community as “uniquely diverse”
(P1:93).
Wollongong has a diverse natural environment. This aspect of Wollongong‟s
identity was described favourably, in reference to the “unique breaks” (P4:28)
[surf breaks] and the proximity between the mountains and sea. One participant
explains the uniqueness of this natural environment:
“…there is nowhere in the world where you have
mountains and the sea together and the beauty of
Wollongong…I have been to Greece as well and parts of
Wales…is very green and lots of hills and mountains as
well, so Wales is a beautiful place but it doesn‟t have the
beaches, so you have got the best of both worlds.
(P7:256-263)
Additionally, Wollongong‟s built environment is diverse orientating a “good
side and a bad side” (P9:671). Participants compared favourable tourist
attractions such as “The Sea Cliff Bridge” (P4:175) and specific coastal towns
with the less desirable industrial suburbs of “Port Kembla” (P4:175) and
“Berkeley” (P4:13) in the south.
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The diverse array of activities in Wollongong were described as favourable
including, “the beach” (P3:52), “the harbor” (P4:186), “surfing” (P4:188),
“restaurants” (P4:183) and providing a “little bit of everything” (P14:161). This
also contrasted with activities associated with Wollongong‟s drinking culture of
“getting drunk” (P9:116) and “fighting” (P9:206), which relate to the identities
of uncultured.

5.2.8 Identity 8: Uncultured
The identity of uncultured is shown in Figure 5-10 and Table 5-9.
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Table 5-9 Instance for specific pattern in the Uncultured System Network in Figure 5-10
Category 2
Category 3
Attitude
Activities

Art Gallery
Nightlife

Eateries

Specific Attitude – Negative
Sucks p2:335
Specific Attitude – Negative
Pubs p10:199
Drinking p3:984
Nightclubs p2:332
Vomit smelling p2:332
A big room p2:555
Generic p2:331
[get] turfed out from one place and walk into the next p9:920
Everyone is smoking p2:335
Lose a lung p2:336
A big hall with bars p2:557
All you can do is drink p2:341
Pay seven dollars for a drink p2:334
Everyone is a bit skanky a bit slutty p10:190
Crappy p9:916
Places are close together p9:917
Turfed out into the middle of the street p9:924
Chanced of something bad happening is really high p9:918
They get drunk enough p9:919
Specific Attitude – Positive
Two have won awards p2345
Specific Attitude – Negative

Supermarkets

[price] same as a hated Sydney restaurants p2:349
Extremely overpriced p2:347
Endless variety p6:427
Very very average p2:324
Hopeless p2:319
Rat holes p2:333
Not at Sydney level p2:300
Specific Attitude – Negative
Only Woolies [in the CBD] p3:979
Not even a deli p3:97
Not a lot of options[in the CBD] p3:967

Participants explained Wollongong‟s uncultured identity was determined by the
activities on offer throughout the city.
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When discussing matters such as the art gallery, eateries and nightlife (including
pubs and clubs), participants commented on the lack of cultured activities and
sophistication within Wollongong. There was a feeling that Wollongong did not
offer the level sophistication that was expected. One participant explained:
“Wollongong seems devoid of culture… the level of
restaurants that we have here which are hopeless…very,
very average... I like food, I like restaurants… the night
life sucks ...your choices… the [name omitted]
group‟s…hotels…nightclubs…always exactly the same
generic… vomit smelling… rat holes … you pay seven
dollars for a drink…where everyone is smoking and you
come out feeling like your just about to lose a lung… and
that‟s it…unless you go to…a rave party all the
time…the other one where you go there if you wanna be
beaten or stabbed…so that‟s pretty much your um
nightlife, its hopeless…restaurants… two that have won
awards…like they cost the same as any…top hatted
restaurant‟s in Sydney…they aren‟t at that level… I
would go to Sydney for work, for food and for
culture…the art gallery fucking sucks…Wollongong has
always been like … people talk about it like a big brother
or little brother or whatever…I think that Wollongong is
a distant third cousin to Sydney…”(P2:251-293).
Wollongong‟s cultural offerings seem to be evaluated according to what would
be expected of a city. Participants used Sydney as a reference point for
comparing entertainment and cultural activities.

Participants referred to a high level of drinking that occurs in Wollongong and
the beach culture.
“I wouldn‟t say it‟s a very cultured town honestly. Pretty
much beach and drinking is about all there is to go on. If
you want to do something else you got to go elsewhere”
(P9:983-986).
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Although the establishments themselves were not considered signs of an
uncultured city, it was the type of activities, which occurred within them and the
types of people they draw. Participants proclaim Wollongong‟s nightlife
facilitates violent behaviour, “smoking” (P2:553), “drinking” (P3:984) and
“skanky” (P10:190) people.
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5.2.9 Identity 9: Corrupt
The identity of corrupt is shown in Figure 5-11 and Table 5-10.
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Figure 5-11 Identity 9 – Corrupt
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Table 5-10 Instance for specific pattern in the Corrupt System Network in Figure 5-11
Category 2
Category 3
Attitude
Past

People

Specific Attitude – Negative
Council p2:234
Local government p9:401
Lord Mayor Frank Arkell p6:47
A whole chain of them connected p8:50
Say it was good for the community p8:60
A paedophile p8:48
Ulterior motives p8:56
Developers p7:133
Specific Attitude – Negative
Nan Tien Temple p8:51
Sacked for being corrupt p9:402
Poor management p2:227
Pornography and paedophilia and sexual activities p2:237
Negative chain of events p8:83, 84
Council too busy shagging each other in their offices p8:75
Created jobs that didn‟t need to be done p9:407
A bad run p8:77, 306
ICAC investigation p2:237 Council got sacked p2:238
Got to the surface of corruption but there were too many levels
p7:141
Specific Attitude – Negative

Incidents

Has to be corrupt p8:473
Leaders and council p7:131
[Administrators] it‟s like being babysat p7:135
Administrators to oversee us p7:135
A council which isn‟t really a council p8:78
Bureaucracy p7:129
Not transparent p11:473
Abusive authority p7:189
Specific Attitude – Negative

People

Incidents

Present

Nice small town easy to manipulate p11:251; 253
Many people bending the rules p11:472
Dodgy p11: 473
Ridiculous development p11:468
Council consultation processes p7:195
Regulations for buildings p11:471
No input from the community p7:247
All dirty council issues p11:473
Regulations are unreasonable p11:250
Easy to cheat p11:254
Trying to achieve their goals p11:254
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For those who are aware of some of the recent history of Wollongong, this
identity is perhaps no surprise. A corrupt identity was shaped primarily by the
behaviours of local council and property developers, which received
international media coverage and ultimately the sacking of the council. The past
events affected some participant‟s perceptions of current developments and
council projects within Wollongong. One participant reflected on earlier
happenings which contributed to Wollongong‟s dark past such as a paedophile
ring allegedly involving two former Lord Mayors, one of whom was viciously
murdered before going to trial. There is a belief that decisions made by the
council are “dodgy” (P11:473).

Awaiting an election for local council members, Wollongong currently has
administrators overseeing the area, which was described as “being babysat”
(P7:135). Some participants felt decision makers are not transparent and alleged
they are manipulating the community to achieve personal goals.
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5.2.10 Identity 10: Unsafe
The identity of unsafe is shown in Figure 5-12 and Table 5-11.
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Table 5-11 Instance for specific pattern in the Unsafe System Network in Figure 5-12
Category 2

Category 3

Attitude
Specific Attitude - Negative
CBD
North gong Hotel and Novotel p11:188
Bulli p13:164
Around the train station p5:285
Walking between clubs p5:285
A few pockets p13:142
Crime central of NSW p11:166
Specific Attitude - Negative
Gangs of school kids p13:167
Drinking p13:17
On drugs p5:289
Rough p11:175
Highly intoxicated p11:174
Uni students p11:190
Violent p11:167
Specific Attitude - Neutral
They become lost control p11:191
The people just hang around p5:288
Specific Attitude - Negative

Places

People

Incidents

Fridays and Saturdays p13:164
Murders p11:178
Stole computer games p13:181
Gun shootings p11:183
Violent night scene p11:169
Car stolen p11:212
Stole bag from my house p11:217
Never catch a train at night p5:229;
p10:37
Car breaking p13:177
Windows getting smashed p13:178
Specific Attitude - Neutral
Heard it on the news p11:172
Reported stuff p11:187
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This unsafe identity was constructed by participant‟s interpretations of the places,
people and incidents in Wollongong.

Specific suburbs of Wollongong were highlighted as being unsafe. These are
shown in Category 2 under Places in Table 5-11. Participants referred to
criminal activities, including theft, murders and violence and explained there
were “pockets” (P13:142) of unsafe areas.

The unsafe identity was influenced through incidents experienced by, or
communicated to, participants including bag snatching, drunken violence, car
theft, and violence on trains.

Using their own cultural views as a reference point, one participant explained the
appearance and activities of people contributed to the unsafe identity.
“Well definitely like around the train station…it is just
like the people that just hang around there…they just
look like they are on drugs or drunk” (P4:294-298).
Similarly, a participant in one suburb associated “young kids congregating on a
Friday and Saturday night in the streets” with “causing trouble”. An
understanding of youth gangs was based on both a neighbour‟s rendition and the
participant‟s own experience with groups of young kids drinking:
“…Bulli on Fridays and Saturdays…I‟ve heard
stories…We get gangs of school kids probably anywhere
from 14 through to 16 or 17 and they do make a bit of a
nuisance of themselves. They‟re drinking. They
shouldn‟t be, they‟re too young but they‟re drinking and
they probably getting snuck out……at night car windows
smashed and someone in the street was saying… door or
windows let up and someone was in the house and all
they stole was computer games. It makes you think it is
kids then” (P13:164-182).
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Participants commented on the lack of nighttime activities for young and old
people in Wollongong. Problems with youth gangs were attributed to boredom
and drunken violence was credited to the lack of choices for entertainment other
than pubs and clubs.
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5.2.11 Identity 11: Decrepit
The identity of decrepit is shown in Figure 5.13 and Table 5-12.
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Figure 5-13 Identity 11 – Decrepit
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See Table 5-12
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Table 5-12 Instance for specific pattern in the Decrepit System Network in Figure 5-13
Category 2
Category 3
Attitude
Places

People

Built
Environment

Specific Attitude – Negative
Indoor cricket centre on the highway at Fairy Meadow p8:187
Shops up the top end of crown street p8:30
Denison Street p9:838
Top end of Wollongong p7:117
Crown street Mall p10:381
Train station p10:383
Thirroul p8:441
Bulli p8: 442
Woonona p8:443
Meth clinics p9:836
Specific Attitude – Negative
Standing out there at 5am knocking on the door waiting p9:843
Enclave of scumbags p9:734
Seedy people hovering p7:225
Pile of shit out the front p9:736
You see them with kids p9:847
Rock up with prams and three screaming kids p9:849
Guy wacked off his head on drugs p5:121
Specific Attitude – Negative
Scrappy looking p7:225
Abandoned p8:189
Eyesores p8:189
Dilapidated p8:146
Second-hand car yard gone p8:26
Shops closed down p8:30
Garbage out the front all the time p9:738
Haven‟t been finished p7:113
Ugly buildings p7:113; p3:376
Needs a clean-up p5:311
Gross p5:304
Really, really run down p3:385
Post-depression p3:400
Looks horrible p3:373
Looks scabby p10:398
Petrol stations closing down p8:445
Car yards abandoned p8:425
Unattractive areas p7:115, 239
Rubbish everywhere p5:302
Built a hundred odd years ago p3:377, 376, 396
Cigarette butts everywhere p5:304
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This identity was influenced by an evaluation of the built environment and the
people who congregate around them. Although, participants acknowledged plans
to reinvigorate the city centre, they saw Wollongong as decrepit.

Areas surrounding Wollongong Hospital, Wollongong Train Station and the
Piccadilly Centre was criticised for facilitating an “enclave of scumbags”
(P9:734) and hosting “seedy people” (P7:225) who frequented the nearby
methadone clinics.

Some participants perceived Wollongong to be in a state of decay, which could
not be simply washed. Wollongong was declared in need of total rejuvenation,
including the people and the physical environment. Comments were made on the
mentality of Wollongong:
“I have got a tattoo on my shoulder. I have had it since I
was 22 and I literally don't even know it's there...you
don't know it's there because it's been there that
long…that is like…how bad Wollongong has
become…we live here…we see it everyday and so you
become numb to it…you don't see the run down
buildings and abandoned buildings and vacant lots of
ground…they are just there” (P9:154-164).
Participants explained that Wollongong‟s problems have been present for so
long that residents have become accustomed to them. Consequently there is
limited motivation to improve them. Participants used their knowledge of other
places as reference points. For example:
“…the thing that wrecked me is… going to Malaysia and
seeing Kuala Lumpur... such a big modern
beautiful…pristine city…neat and tidy and everything
is…they don't go a couple of years without upgrading
shopping centres and giving them a face lift…it was a
good eye opener…come back here…and I just went well
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this really isn‟t one of the best places in the world…it
could be but it's not now” (P9:111-124).
The state of Wollongong‟s built environment was described as “run-down”
(P3:385), “scrappy looking” (P7:225), “dilapidated” (P8:146) and having
“rubbish everywhere” (P5:302). One participant explained:
“… Wollongong needs more than a facelift…it‟s like a
[very] old lady who goes in for surgery…that comes out
looking a little bit spritely but not quite there…she‟s still
old and haggard”(P2:156-159).
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5.2.12 Identity 12: Liveable
The identity of liveable is shown in Figure 5-14 and Table 5-13.
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Table 5-13 Instance for specific pattern in the Liveable System Network in Figure 5-14.
Category 2
Category 3
Attitude
People

Students

Families

Teenagers

Elderly

Specific Attitude - Positive
University p4:264; p14:102
Surfing p10:216; p13:327
Specific Attitude – Negative
Boring p11:24
Specific Attitude - Positive
Opportunities for education p10:7
Places to work p10:6
Schools p7:303; p10:210
Sports p4:53; p7:303; p10:9
Dancing p10:217
Friendly teachers p10:211
Soccer clubs p4:282; p10:217
Cricket fields p4:283
Skateboarding p13:328; p10:174; p8:17
Parks p10:180
Ovals p4:281
Football p10:10, 174
Beach p13:322; p4:52
Affordable p14:147, 37
Neighbourhood feel p14:144
Comfortable living space p10:163; p11:491
Nice family space p15:65
Specific Attitude - Positive
Bars and clubs p10:13
Nice environment p10:4
Coffee at a café p10:20
Specific Attitude – Negative
Nothing for them to do p13:326
Bored p13:331
Hate this place p10:241
Everyone knows everyone‟s business p10:246
Bitchy circle p10:247
Specific Attitude - Positive
To retire p7:299
Golf p7:301
Clubs p13:363
Retirement villages p7:300
Beautiful apartments p7:300
Nice combination p12:55, 57
Specific Attitude – Negative
Hills p13:352
Public transport p13:353
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Natural
Environment

Built
Environment

Activities

Specific Attitude – Positive
Nice sunny feel p14:197
Nice p10:3
Beautiful scenery p11:391
Awesome scenery p4:267
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Beach p10:18, 173; p8:18, 368; p14:4, 7, 144; p15:91
Naturally p1:3
Coastal p14:46
Lake Illawarra p1:7
Royal National Park p1:8
Specific Attitude – Positive
Everything you need p14:18
Not congested p14:30; p15:25
Not just a place to work p4:268
A place to have fun p4:269
Mt Keira look-out p7:313
Quite towns p4:274
Easy to get around p14:34
Specific Attitude – Positive
Restaurants p14:10, 14
Entertainment p10:5
Bush walking p8:315; p11:390; p8:12
Day trips to Sydney p11:389
Function rooms p10:14
Takeaway shops p14:8, 9
WIN entertainment Centre p10:12
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Average p11:547; 549
Get what Wollongong offers in the central coast p6:52
Art Gallery p8:371; p11:386
Adequate shopping p2:6; p12:20
Specific Attitude – Negative
Not a whole lot of reasons to come here other than the beach
p9:525

Participants explained that Wollongong is liveable because it is “affordable”
(P14:147), it has all the facilities needed for “education” (P10:7), “adequate
shopping” (P2:6) and has a diverse natural environment for outdoor activities.

Participants explained that Wollongong holds the elements needed for a
comfortable life; however it is missing attributes, which would satisfy all the
place consumer‟s needs and is therefore only liveable.
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Wollongong was depicted as liveable for students as there is a “university”
(P4:265; P14:102), but they would find it “boring” (P11:24) as there is “nothing
in Wollongong” (P11:25), referring to the lack of nighttime entertainment.
Wollongong was mentioned as liveable for families due to the “opportunities for
education” (P10:7), “places to work” (P10:6), “sports” (P4:53; P7:303; P10:217)
in an “affordable” (P14:147), “comfortable living space” (P10:163; P11:491)
with a “neighbourhood feel” (P14:144). As a place for families, Wollongong
was depicted as mostly favourable with exception of the limited entertainment
opportunities for teenagers.
Although favourable to the beach-lifestyle, teenagers were identified as “bored”
(P13:331) and they were unfavourable comments regarding “bitchy circles”
(p10:247) and “everyone knows everyone” (p10:246).
Wollongong was described as liveable for the elderly due to the social “clubs”
(P13:363), “golf” (P7:301) facilities, “retirement villages” (7:300) and “beaches”
(P13:370; P7:301). However, Wollongong is only liveable for the elderly due to
its diverse geography with many “hills” (P13:352) and limited “public transport”
(P13:355) between the many suburbs.

When referring to the mountains and the sea, participants describe the natural
environment as a “nice combination” (P12:55) with “beautiful” (P11:391)
“awesome” (P4:267) scenery. Particular mention is given to the “Royal National
Park” (P1:18), “Lake Illawarra”(P1:7) and the beaches” (P10:18; P8:18; P14:4).
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Wollongong is perceived as liveable in comparison to larger cities where it is
more congested and the cost of housing is higher. This identity derived from
participant‟s evaluation of place attributes. They conclude it is a “comfortable”
(P10:163) place to live but does not satisfy all the needs of residents. It was
deemed a place with “everything you need” (P14:18) but overall, “average”
(P11:547).
Participants explained these liveable qualities derived from less “congested”
(P14:30) roads, “quiet towns” (P4:274) and consequently, it is “easy to get
around” (P14:34). These qualities were paired with descriptions of adequacy.
Participants acknowledge the beaches in Wollongong are beautiful but similar
beaches could be found in other parts of Australia. Participants commented:
“Wollongong overall…I think…reasonable…not the
high standard but a reasonable…standard…Average
…Overall is just average…it is a good place.” (P11:543540)
“…when people talk about restaurants in Wollongong
they‟re like oh it‟s really nice... and I say yeah but it‟s
really nice in comparison to…the level of restaurants that
we have here which are hopeless…its really nice in
comparison to the other ones but the other ones suck…so
restaurants are very very…average…”(P2:254-263)
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5.2.13 Identity 13: Backwards
The identity of backwards is shown in Figure 5-15 and Table 5-14.
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Table 5-14 Instance for specific pattern in the Backwards System Network in Figure 5-15
Category 2
Category 3
Attitude
People
Development

Incidents

Austinmer

Wollongong

Win
Entertainment
Centre

Parking
Meters

Specific Attitude - Negative
Small-minded p8:96, 104, 110; p15:116
Specific Attitude - Negative
A little behind p15:49
Unattractive p15:50
Not enough impact forward p2:501
Layout p3:477
Inconvenient p3:226
Chaos p3:464
Congestion p3:477
No facilities for people to enjoy p2:193
Hasn‟t been much development p14:223
Not expanding job wise p14:226
Design p3:416
Pedestrian traffic p3:477
Specific Attitude - Negative
Headlands Hotel p8:99
Pile of rubbish p8:102
Though of as ionic p8:100
Should be demolished p8:103
Bather pavilion p2:173
Specific Attitude - Negative
Really old buildings p2:172
Reeks like shit p2:177
Saying they were iconic p8:100, 102
Old showers p2:177
Should be knocked down p8:109
Specific Attitude - Negative

not very innovative p14:217
6000 people no parking p8:392
Bad blunder p8:401
Specific Attitude - Negative
700, 500 of them p8:409
2mil to install P8:408
500, 000 to keep them running p8:410
Shops have noticed a dramatic drop in revenue p8:414
Huge impact on the CBD p7:110
Destroyed Wollongong CBD p7:107
People don‟t want to come here p7:111
Worst thing that‟s happened p7:111
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The notion that Wollongong is backwards refers in part to the disappointment in
the progress of Wollongong due to the “small-mindedness” (P8:96) of the people
and the consequential developments and incidents.
The Central Business District was described as “chaos” (P3:464) and recent
alterations to Crown Central Mall as “unattractive” (P15:50) and “inconvenient”
(P3:226). Participants were critical of the percentage of residential apartments
built within Wollongong, compared to the development of commercial buildings,
as it is not “expanding jobwise” (P14:226).
Participants described the “small-mindedness” (P8:96) of the community and
decision makers through specific incidents regarding Wollongong‟s iconic sites,
including the “Bather Pavilions” (P2173) at North Beach and “The Headlands
Hotel” (P8:99) in Austinmer. Participants criticised renewal projects, such as
these iconic sites, which diverted resources from other projects.
Other council developments such as “parking meters” (P8:403) did not gain
support from some participants, describing them as the “worst thing that‟s
happened” (P7:111), and not in the communities interest.
Participants interpretation of the behaviours Wollongong‟s council development
projects are perceived as backwards.
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5.2.14 Identity 14: A City and A Town
The identity of A City and a Town is shown in Figure 5-16 and Table 5-15. This
identity highlights the complexities of place identity as it suggests almost bipolar characteristics.
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Table 5-15 Instance for specific pattern in the A City and A Town System Network in Figure 5-16
Category 2
Category 3
Attitude
A Town

Offerings

People

Natural
Environment

Built
Environment

Specific Attitude – Negative
Not enough opportunity p2:613
Doesn‟t meet their social needs p2:503
Specific Attitude – Positive
Wake up early in the morning and enjoy walking around p11:448
The people and leaders attribute to a town mentality p12:45
Carefree p3:350
The Australian way p2:493
Don‟t take yourself too seriously p2:494
Comfortable place p2:283
Be educated p2:283
Ease when you‟re driving around p5:188
People are not sitting right next to you p11:455
No stress to find [places within Wollongong] p5:189
Not that busy p2:485
No hustle and bustle p5:184
Relaxed p5:30
Friends down the road p1:159
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Beachside community p2:15
Specific Attitude – Negative
Everyone knows everyone p2:43; p4:276; p12:72
Political infighting p1:119
Small-minded p1:140
Incestuous p2:242
Not realising the better the city gets in total the better it will be
p1:127
Only think of their immediate reward p1:126
Specific Attitude – Neutral
Boarded by mountains p1:297
Boarded by sea p1:298
Specific Attitude – Negative
Isolated p1:33
Limited growing areas p1:297
Specific Attitude – Positive
Quite p4:221
Specific Attitude – Neutral
The number of traffic lights p11:445
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A City

People

Built
Environment

Offerings

Specific Attitude – Neutral
Business people in suits p10:123
Population p1:31; p10:455; p12:73
Specific Attitude – Neutral
City Feel p4:221
High-rise buildings p5:62
A miniature Sydney p5:66
Size p1:27; p11:3; p12:74
Third largest city in NSW p1:16
Specific Attitude – Positive
All in the centre p4:43
Got everything you need p4:69; p5:6, 40
Self-reliant p4:305
Restaurants p10:456
Heaps of schools p10:454
Major entertainment venues p1:31
University p2:286; p10:453
Medical facilities p2:292; p:411
Court house p10:452
Shopping centre p5:46, 81; p4:306; p3:228
Firms p10:451
Industry p1:31; p4:306
Infrastructure p1:29
Specific Attitude – Negative
Movies p5: 82
Symphony orchestra p6:413
Not a whole lot to it p9:782

Wollongong‟s Town identity was described as both favourable and unfavourable.
Perceptions of limited “opportunities” (P2:613) for jobseekers was negatively
viewed by participants. Wollongong‟s proximity between the mountains and the
sea was identified as a weakness in relation to restrictions on the growth of
infrastructure. Another key contributor to A Town identity were the people, who
are perceived as favourable and unfavourable. Resident attitudes drives this
identity, favourably as “laid back” (P2:495) but unfavourably as “incestuous”
(P2:242) and “small-minded” (P1:140). Participants explained that similar to a
small town, everyone knows everyone, which facilitates “political infighting”
(P1:118) and stifles big ideas or progressive thoughts. In comparison to cities
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where it is perceived that people think on a larger scale, one participant
explained:
“you have political infighting over who is the
leader…you know everyone is trying to scrabble the
scraps to get their bit of it…in doing that they will
generally not think of the larger picture… they don‟t
think about how this is going to impact my neighbour
…and how…that [is] going to affect their neighbour and
then in turn me again…only think of their immediate
reward from it…not realising the better the city gets in
total the better it will be…Only how will they climb on
top of the molehill they are currently on…”(p1:118-129)
The mentality and close social networks were the main influencers of A Town
identity, whereas Wollongong is A City is based upon the built environment.
Participants associated Wollongong‟s population “size” (P1:31; P10:455) and
high-rise buildings (P5:62) as A city. Offerings such as, “restaurants” (P10:456),
“medical facilities” (P6:411), “schools” (P10:454), “infrastructure” (P1:29),
“major entertainment venues” (P1:31), a “university” (P10:453; P2:286), “retail”
(P4:306), “firms” (P10:451), “court house” (P10:452), “industry” (P4:306) were
attributed to Wollongong‟s self-reliance and recognised by residents as positive
attributes of being A City. The negative aspects of being A City were discussed
as only having some hospital facilities which makes it “almost complete”
(P6:429), which is supported by participant‟s explanation of Wollongong as a
small city.

Participants interpreted the tangible and intangible constructs of Wollongong to
identify it as A City and a Town. The facilities and infrastructure contributed to
A City identity but participants compared them to Sydney. The township
mentality seemed to be a more substantial contributor to Wollongong‟s identity
as it underpinned the community culture and drove development in this smallminded, coastal and laid-back town.
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5.3 Reflections on Wollongong‟s Identities
The results find that Wollongong is the quintessence of complexity. This
research presents Wollongong‟s identity-set and how each are constructed.
Wollongong‟s identity-set is revealed along with its current designed
competitive identity and its brand identity is shown in Figure 5-17.
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Figure 5-17 Wollongong‟s Brand – Identity Relationships

Figure 5-17 illustrates the multiple identities of Wollongong [circle „A‟], in
relation to the current competitive identity [circle „B‟] and brand identity [circle
„C‟]. The perimeter of circle „A‟ conveys the internal reflection, which occurs
between residents and the place they live.
Wollongong‟s identities are a mixture of extremes. They range from positive to
negative, contradictory to complementary with some including characteristics of
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each.

There is no one identity that is constructed of entirely positive

associations.
It is important for place identities to be assessed for alignment with the place‟s
current brand identity and direction of the organization. Negative identities
should be addressed whether this is through internal marketing or physical
reconstruction in alignment a dialogue should be created with residents to
discuss the matter and ensure they are aware and supportive of the direction.
Restructuring of the brand identity may be needed place if identities are being
excluded that desirable to current and potential residents. Due to the intertwined
relationship between a desirable place identity and the construction of a positive
place image and consequently attractive to place consumers, the process of
matching identity with image is crucial, Rainisto (2003, p73) explains this
further:
“It is not possible to create any image for a place without
a strategic decision on the contents of the place's identity.
When the place has created a clear concept of its desired
identity, the foundations of its image have been
established. If place marketing communication in place
marketing practices is successful, the place can expect
that its future image will be just as desired by the place
marketing planning group the members of which are
place strategists”.
As in the case of Wollongong a clear gap may be identified between the set of
identities, corporate identity and the brand identity. Without cohesion between
these identity types, there is no support for competitive advantage and marketing
promotions would prove futile. These findings revealed that Wollongong‟s
brand identity [City of Innovation] was not supported in participant‟s responses.
This suggests existence of a brand-identity gap, similar to de Chernatony‟s
(1999) brand-culture gap.
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Adopted in 1999, Wollongong still promotes itself as a „City of Innovation‟.
Participants did not discuss Wollongong as an innovative city. However,
participants alluded to the possession of innovative qualities as defined by
Garrett-Jones et al. (2007, p.4):
“…a diverse industrial base ranging from mining, steel
manufacture, education, engineering, retail and services;
and a university and technical college providing a culture
of learning and a well educated workforce”.
These characteristics were identified by participants. Martin (2000) explain
innovation in organizations as being separate from invention and orientated
around collaboration and problem solving to bring stakeholders value, which
extended beyond an individual to include the organizational members and create
and innovative culture. Although Wollongong features the characteristics of
„innovative qualities‟ (Garrett-Jones et al. 2007), this research suggests
Wollongong does not have an innovative culture as evidenced in a backwards
identity.
Wollongong‟s history leaves little to be desired as evidenced by this research,
which suggests the dodgy council leaders and a history of high unemployment
has damaged the community moral significantly. Although, there has been
attempts made by the council (WollongongCityCouncil 2006) and Tourism
Wollongong‟s (2010) „We Love the Gong‟ campaign directed at integration and
facilitation of community members to raise beliefs in the city, residents feel
pertinent negative identities of Wollongong have not been addressed. In addition,
this research finds Wollongong is uncultured which questions the very success
of the Wollongong City Council Cultural Plan (WollongongCityCouncil 2006)
which aimed to celebrate the diversity and multiculturalism of Wollongong
through cultural events, the term of which ended in 2011. Beginning with a „City
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Image Strategy‟ (Valerio et al. 1999), city revitalization projects have been
running for over ten years, however, this research implies these have been
unsuccessful as Wollongong‟s identity-set includes uncultured, divided, decrepit
and backwards identities.

5.4 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter outlined the research findings and revealed Wollongong‟s identityset, this includes, potential, connected, divided, tribal, struggle city, changing,
diverse, uncultured, corrupt, unsafe, decrepit, liveable, backwards and a city
and a town. Each identity was diagrammatically represented in the form of a
system network and discussed in relation to how it was formed. The system
network shows how residents constructed each identity based on their
interpretation of place elements. These place elements were categorised
according to resident‟s attitudes being, positive, negative or neutral. The
literature was reflected upon to assist make sense of and support the findings.
Based on the findings of this research, recommendations were offered. This
chapter aimed to provide a succinct overview of the research findings and relate
them to the literature and Wollongong‟s current place branding strategy in order
to offer insights into what place identity is, how it forms, its importance to place
marketing, particularly to Wollongong. The following chapter will provide the
research limitations and this thesis‟s conclusions.
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6 Conclusion and Further Research
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the conclusions for this thesis. The research contributions
are first presented, followed by a statement of limitations and then a discussion
on recommendations for future work. Finally a reflection on the research process
is provided.

6.2 Thesis Contributions
This research strengthens existing arguments regarding place identity and offers
theoretical, methodological and practical contributions to the place marketing
discipline. This research provides insight into the concept of place identity.
Guided by Identification Theory, this research addresses „what‟ place identity is
and the application of social semiotic theory to the phenomenon of place identity
reveals „how‟ it is constructed. These contributions are now discussed.
To conceptualise „what‟ place identity is, the foundations of Scott et al.‟s (1998)
Identification Theory was used to argue the occurrence of multiple identities
within places. This opposes an essentialist perspective of place identity and
suggests place managers need to know and understand all identities when
devising place strategies. Acknowledging the existence of multiple identities
reinforces the importance of place identity management in contrast to place
image and adds another process to place brand management. The acceptance of
multiple place identities suggests the need to adopt a bottom-up approach to
branding to reduce internal dissonance to a place‟s communicated brand.
Consequently, such an approach will influence acceptance of a place‟s chosen
„brand identity‟. To further assist place marketing strategies, it is important to
understand, not only what a place‟s identity is but also „how‟ it is constructed.
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This knowledge is crucial to form recommendations to address the „triggerpoints‟ which give rise to the less complementary identities.

As the social semiotic perspective suggests, place identity is a social
construction based upon the identity holder‟s interpretation of place signs (and
symbols). In addition, identities are not fixed in space or time, rather, they
evolve according to experiences. Individual experience influences how those
signs are interpreted. For instance, participants interpreted the „physical
infrastructure‟ (a place sign) of the Wollongong CBD as contributing to a
decrepit identity. This interpretation could be, a) influenced through promotion
or, b) improve the physical infrastructure. To influence the interpretation of a
place sign is to alter the reading position. With this understanding of place
identity formation, it is possible to manage those signs, which may conflict with
the brand identity. This thesis highlights the importance of place identity, its role
in the construction of a place brand and the need for managers to be aware of the
complete identity-set. The place identity insights presented in this research
contributes to place marketing theory. In particular, the existence of multiple
identities and the methodology which focuses on the primary role of language
and communication in the construction of place identity.

A social semiotic approach to place identity guided the methodology used in this
research. Systemic Functional Linguistics rules were applied to the data in order
to model place identities. This analysis technique has not previously been used
to analyse place identity. This innovative methodology makes a contribution to
the place marketing literature and practice. This methodology assisted reveal
Wollongong‟s identity-set and „how‟ each identity was constructed. In addition,
this analysis of language allowed for differentiation between positive and
negative identities.
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This research has practical implications for managers. An awareness of a place‟s
identities can be used to establish the competitive identity and the development
of brand identity (see Figure 4-7). Further, any gaps between the identity-set, the
competitive identity and the brand identity can be understood. It should be noted
that in the case of Wollongong, the brand tagline „City of Innovation‟ was not
part of Wollongong‟s identity-set developed in this research. Further, this
research provides a methodology, which could be used in longitudinal studies (to
monitor change) as well as be replicated in other places.

6.3 Limitations of this Research
Research limitations are unavoidable as Patton (2002, p.223) explains, “there are
no perfect research designs”. It is important to state the research limitations as
this helps frame the study in terms of what the findings can and cannot infer.
This research is limited by the assumptions of a social constructivist paradigm.
(see Figure 3-2), as such, the findings are specific to the context in which they
are studied (Lincoln and Guba 1987). Therefore, the identities found in this
study are specific to Wollongong and cannot be generalised across other places.
In addition, values cannot be placed on the findings as a “constructivist enquiry
have neither special status or legitimisation” (Lincoln and Guba 1987, p.45).
Consequently, further research would need to be conducted in order to establish
how strongly residents feel towards or identify with each identity.

6.4 Recommendations and Opportunities for Future Research
Following the methodology developed in this research and the unveiling of a
place’s identity-set, a quantitative study involving residents would confirm the
level of identification for each identity. Such a study would also allow for
demographic comparisons between residents, thus, identifying desirable
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attributes for different segments and be of assistance to future place promotion
strategies.

Future research would benefit by utilizing minChat guidelines when formulating
transcripts. Following formal transcription guidelines assists a Systemic
Functional approach to place identity, as language choices and are considered at
every stage of the analysis process. When conducting Reference Analysis, the
grammatical choices and language placement is crucial to the analysis process.
Therefore, it is important to have transcripts, which accurately portray a
respondent‟s exact lexical and grammatical choices. In addition, minChat
guidelines allow the transcripts to be read and checked for consistency through a
computer program, thus, further assisting the quality of data analysis.

Adopting the research methodology in future studies will encourage further
elaboration. Aspects of this methodology, which could be investigated, include a
method for showing variations or alterations in place identity over time within
the system networks. The methodology presented in this dissertation essentially
provides a „snap-shot‟ of a place‟s identities. Consequently, a method is needed
to make possible longitudinal studies to analyse and track place identity changes
over time. In addition, this research is a precedent to develop a method to enable
analysis of differing system networks. Once established, a comparative and
comprehensive Reference Analysis for place identity could be conducted. Thus,
allowing for comparison between the identity-set, the brand identity and the
competitive identity.

In the case of Wollongong, further research should be conducted to generate
strategies addressing each identity. As guiding literature suggests, multiple
identities exist and there is a need to address them in the process of establishing a
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competitive identity (Balmer and Greyser 2003). Therefore, further interviews
with senior management would assist generate appropriate strategies to ensure
conflicting identities are addressed and possible competitive identities are not
overlooked, as a competitive identity is vital to a place‟s branding strategy
(Anholt 2007). Place brand strategies should be made with an understanding of
the identity-set. With such knowledge, a competitive identity can be chosen. An
alternative approach may be to select an aspirational identity which is outside the
identity set. Even so, the gap between the aspirational identity and the existing
identities as well as the managerial implications needs to be understood.

6.5 Thesis Reflections
This chapter reflected on the research methodology and findings in relation to
the literature and the case of Wollongong to elucidate the contributions,
limitations and recommendations for future work. This thesis has been a unique
journey. Rindova (2008) reflects on the challenge for emerging researchers
which lies between dedicating too much effort in reviewing work and not
enough developing their own original ideas.
"What makes an idea novel is not that no one in the field
ever thought about a given idea, but that the idea is
articulated, organised, and connected in a way that
suggests new directions for researchers who, hopefully,
are already thinking about it" (p.300).
I have been guided by Rindova‟s (2008) comments in that I have made a
contribution to the study of place identity both in terms of the methodology used
and its application to place management and marketing. On a personal level, I
have had the opportunity to travel overseas to share my research with acclaimed
academics. Such experiences provided international contacts who share an
interest in place marketing. Working within the domain of place marketing
provided a research opportunity which was found to be rewarding from both
personal and academic perspectives.
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